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ABSTRACT 
The thesis is divided into two parts - I and II. 
I Reduction of Offshore Platfe"" Response with a liquid Vibration 
~ 
The lVA consists of a liquid-filled cylindrical container 
mounted near the deck. level of the platfonn. During wave excitation, 
the liquid 1n the container swirls 1nto an oscillating motion which 
interacts with the platform motion to produce a reduction 1n the 
platform response. The reduction in the platform response is largely 
due to energy dissipatfon through damping of the liquid, and to a 
smaller extent the inertia of the liquid. In this investigation, the 
effectiveness of the lVA in reducing the dynamic response of the 
offshore platform model is studied. The finite element prograrrme for 
dynamic analysis of two-dimensional fixed offshore platfonns, develop-
ed by DuVall (1), has been extended by Glacel (2) to include damping 
effects and a tuned mass damper. This study describes further 
modifications of the work. with an additional option of replacing the 
actual spring mass model by an LVA. The relatively rigid container 
wall is discretised by finite beam elements. The work. of Housner (3) 
is employed to account for the liquid sloshing loads on the container 
wall, while the liquid damping is based on a semi-empirical fonnulat-
ion by Stephens et al (4). The structural response of the model is 
detennined for a digitised wave height spectrum, with and without the 
LVA in operation. The platfonn is analysed to detennine the LVA 
effectiveness, and the variation of the system response with the LVA 
parameters. The various parameters considered are. cylinder radius, 
iv 
liquid height. liquid mass. frequency, and damping. Methods of freq-
uency tuning, and damping device mechanisms are discussed. 
II Seismic Response of Elevated Liquid Storage Tanks 
The structure under consideration consists of a liquid storage 
tank mounted on an axisyrm\etr1c pedestal. The tank is a thin elastic 
cylinder with an axisyrrmetric dome-top and a conical base which is 
relatively rigid. A finite element model is presented for the seismic 
analysis of the structure. The shell mass and stiffness matrices are 
generated by using the computer code SAMMSOR-II (56). The procedure 
of Shaaban and Nash (45) is used to generate the added liquid mass 
matrix which accounts for the hydrodynamic effect on the tank wall. 
A digitised acceleration of an earthquake is provided as the ground 
excitation input. and the displacement response of the whole system 
detennined by mode superposition. 
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REDUCTION OF OFFSHORE PLATFORM RESPONSE WITH 
A L1QUIO VIBRATION ABSORBER 
INTROOUCTION 
It has become a necessary guideline that the fundamental 
frequency of the offshore platfonn be no less than 0.2 Hz owing to 
the fact that waves 1n the frequency range below this value have the 
greatest energy content. To satisfy this condition, more structural 
material 1s required, consequently i ncreasing the cost of the platfonn. 
A possible solution of reducing the offshore platfonn response with 
considerably less cost is to install a tuned mass damper near the 
deck level . The tuned mass damper, whose function 1s to absorb 
energy is essentially a spring-mass-dashpot system. When suitably 
damped, it can be an effective device in reducing the dynamic response 
of the platfonn. The tuned mass damper has proven to be successful 
for tall buildings 1n reducing the structural response to wind 
excitation. The extension of the tuned mass damper concept to an 
offshore platform was investigated by Glacel (2); analysis of the 
effectiveness of the mass damper indicated a considerable reduction in 
the platform response to wave loading. One setback to the use of the 
tuned mass damper is that a reduction of the platform response is 
achieved at the expense of large deflections and stresses in the 
damper spring. More important is the fact that a large free travel 
space requirod by the damper on the overcrowded platform can be 
expensive in terms of space. It is suggested that an alternative for 
the application of the mass damper concept is the use of a liquid 
vibration absorber (lVA). It is expected that the LVA will be less 
costly to install and maintain than the actual spring-mass damper. 
The main advantage of the LVA over the actual spring-mass damper is 
that the amplitude of the latter is in the horizontal direction. 
while that of the fonner is in the vertical direction. overcoming 
1 arge horizontal space requi rements. 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
The topics reviewed are the wave amplitude spectrum, analysis of 
wave forces on structures, response analysis of offshore structures 
to ice forces, and the application of the tuned mass damper concept 
in civl1 engineering. 
2.1 Wave Force Analysis 
Several wave theories have been developed, depending on the sea 
conditions. In relatively deep water, Stoke's Fifth Order theory 
described by Skjelbreia and Hendrickson (5) is cOlllJlOnly used to 
describe steep nonlinear waves. It has been found in deep waters, that 
predictions of water particle velocities and acceleration using Airy 
Unear theory, but with integration of the forces up to the actual 
water surface, give results which do not differ greatly from 
predictions based on Stoke's Fifth Order theory. 
For detennination of wave forces, the Morison equation is 
sufficient for structural members of relatively small diameter - Of), 
< 0.2, provided there is no wave scattering due to the local 
influence of neighbouring components. The evaluation of the inertial 
force tenn 1n the Morison equation requires the inertial coefficient, 
Cp for the particular structural component shape and the correspond-
ing direction of the acceleration vector. Values of C1 for various 
simple geometrical shapes have been given by Myers et a1 (6). The 
drag force coefficient, CD' was reconrnended as 0.6 by Evans (7) and 
Hudspeth (8) for data obtained from the Gulf of Mexico. For slender 
structural members in deep waters, the drag force may be omitted 
without losing significant accuracy. 
2.2 Wave Spectrum 
The sea water surface is conmonly described as a stationary, 
ergodic Gaussian, or nonnal process with zero mean (9). This process 
can be described by representing the sea at any place and time by the 
wave spectrum 5(00) which has the property 
0' = E(n') = 2 r.;'S(w)dw (2.1) 
where 
SCUll = wave spectrum in m2 -s. 
0 2 = variance of wave amplitude. 
and 
E(n2 ) = mean square of wave amplitude. 
Several empirical derived wave spectra representing the sea conditions 
are available. The Pierson-Moskowitz (10). which is the most widely 
used. is given by 
where 
9 = 9.81 mis' , 
as .. 8.1 x 10-10• 
a = 0.74, 
Wi = glu, 
and 
u "" windspeed in m/s. 
(2.2) 
The P-M spectrum used in this work corresponds to seas generated by 
120 km/hr stonns. 
2.3 Ice Forces on Structures 
Although not within the scope of the thesis, an environmental 
loading of particular concern to the expanding interests on offshore 
oil industry in Newfoundland is that due to moving ice. 
Comprehensive studies were carried out during the period 1930 -
60 by Korzhavin (11) and Zubov (12) for the determination of fce 
pressures on structures in rivers. Blenkarn and Knapp (13) discussed 
the ice conditions and maximum ice forces in the Grand Banks off the 
coast of Newfoundland. Kopaigorodski et al (14) made model studies 
to detennine the mean ice pressures and variation of the values 
around the means, and concluded that sheets with small hId (1.e. 
thickness to indentor width) ratios fail by instability while shear 
failures occur for sheets with large hId ratios. 
The dynamic response of an offshore monopod at Cook Inlet, 
Alaska, subjected to current-driven ice loads for dynamic response 
has been studied by Blumberg and Strader (15). Reddy, Cheema and 
Swamidas (16) developed response spectra for ice forces and used 
these for analYSing the response analysis of a framed tower taking 
into account the three-dimensionality. Swamidas and Reddy (17) anal-
ysed an offshore monopod tower considering ice-stucture interaction 
by the finite element method. A detailed literature review on the 
development of ice engineering is well described in Ref. 16. 
2.4 Application of the Tuned Mass Damper Concept 
Literature on the study of a vibration absorber dates back to 
1909, when Fahlll advocated the absorber to reduce the dynamic motions 
of ships (18). The motion of the main system is reduced when the 
inertial force of the absorber interacts with the exciting force. In 
addition to reducing the motion of the main mass by its inertial 
effects, it also reduces the system response by acting as an energy 
dissipating device when provided with adequate damping. Morrow et al 
(19) showed that, under a white noise input the absolute displacement 
of the mass could be reduced with an absorber of adequate damping. 
Gupta and Chandrasekaran (20) studied the use of absorbers to limit 
structural response to earthquake excitations. Wirsching and Vao 
(21) developed analogue computer simulations of structures with 
absorbers, subjected to non-stationary earthquake-l i ke excitations, 
and indicated reduction 1n internal loads for certain multi storey 
structures. Crandall and Mark (22) analysed a single-degree-of-
freedom system subjected to a white noise base acceleration. 
Wirsching and Campbell (23) generalised their study to a multi-degree 
-of-freedom system and optimised the absorber parameters to minimise 
the relative motions of the system. McNamara (24) studied the appli-
cation of the tuned mass damper to reduce wind-induced structural 
response of buildings for an elastic range, and obtained the response 
reductions for various damper parameters. In a study on the TMD 
application to offshore platfonns, Glacel (2), reported significant 
reduction in the platform response, and an increase in fatigue life 
of steel-jacketed platfonns. 
THEORETICAL FORMULATION 
3.1 The Offshore Platform 
The offshore platform considered in the analysis is an 
axisynunetric tower with the base fixed to the ocean bed, and support-
ing a load representing the deck, as shown in Fig. 3.1. The matrix 
equation which is used to model the dynamic motions of the platform 
in response to wave forces is 
!:!.R + [! + Ni]!. =: f.(z,x,t) (3.1) 
where !:!., ~, and ~ are the mass. stiffness, and geometric stiffness 
matrices, and f. represents the vector of wave loads imposed on the 
structure. The finite element programme of Ref. 1, which is used to 
analyse the dynamic response of the offshore platform described above. 
is based on the fomulation of two-dimensional beam elements. 
3.2 Seam Element 
Consider a non-uniform straight beam segment as shown in Fig. 3.2 
having two degrees of freedom at each node, horizontal translation 
(Xl,X,) and rotation (X2'X,,). The displacement functions chosen, 
satisfying the nodal and internal continuity requirements are the 
cubic hennitian polynomials given as: 
where 
1 _ 3~2 + 2~3 I 






Fig. 3.1 Fixed Offshore Platfonn 
with a Tuned Mass Damper 
T 
L 
1 '---+--'-----'-11 _x 
Fig. 3.2 Beam Element 
and 
• = z/L 
L(. - 2.' + .'), 




The elements rnij of the mass matrix, ,!!. are detennined from 
the definition 
(3.4) 
where m(t) is the mass per unit length at an arbitrary point along 
the element. The elements k;j of the stiffness matrix, !. are given 
by the definition 
(3.5) 
where 
E is the Young's modulus, 
and 
I(() is the moment of inertia at any point along the element. 




N(EJ is the axial force at an arbitrary point along the element 
due to the dead loads above that point. 
A five-point scheme of the Gaussian quadrature integration ;s used to 
obtain the terms of Eqs. 3.4. 3.5 and 3.6. Detailed fonnulation of 
the matrices !i. !.. and ~ 1s given by Ref. 1. 
3.3 Damped Equations of Motion 
If structural damping is considered, Eq. 3.1 becomes 
!! l!. + fY. ~ + [f!!. + [1<. + :§J l~ = 1'. (3.7) 
where 
cv '~+B1<. 
Rayleigh VisCOus Damping 
(3.8) 
in which a and 6 are the viscous damping coefficients, and 
CH • ;2y[1<. + :§J 
HysteretfcDamping 
(3.9) 
in which y is the hysteretic damping coefficient 
Replacing I! + :§J by 1<.. Eq. 3.7 becomes 
(3.10) 
3.4 Wave Forces 
From Airy's wave theory the fluid particle acceleration. ~, 
is given by 
where 
and 
du ,. !a'12Cls~ahl eiwt iff c:-- 5 n I (3.11) 
wave height from tip to trough. 
wave number. k-21T/'>" • 
.>.. '" wave 1 ength, 
z water depth from ocean floor to still water surface. 
z '" distance from ocean floor upwards, 
w' = kgtanh(kh). 
The Morison equation is used to obtain the loads imposed by ocean 
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waves on the platform. For deep waters, the drag force term is 
omitted, and the horizontal force dP(z) on a differential length of a 
single pile, dz, is given by 
where 
and 
eI inertial coefficient. 
dens i ty of wa ter. 
= pi Ie radius. 
(3.12) 
The total wave force on the pile between two points z1 and z2' where 
zl < 22 < lsurface ;s given by 
fZ , dP 
Z, 
3.5 Determination of Platform Response 
(3.13) 
The displacement vector! of the platfonn can be defined as 
(3.14) 
where 
~ is a coefficient matrix to be determined, 
and 
t is the wave load vector, as defined in 3.1. 
Observing the nature of Eqs. 3.11 and 3.13, t can be written as 
teiwt, and Eq. 3.10 gives 
1! 
and 
A set of vectors, P (wi)' can be obtai ned from a set of wave ampl itudes 
, H(wi ), which is used to excite the structural model. Consequently, 
the corresponding set of displacement vectors, ~(wi) are obtained 
from Eq. 3.14. 
3.6 Wave Amplitude Spectrum 
H(wi ) may be obtained from a condensed spectrum represented by a 
finite number of wave frequencies, wi" This condensed spectrum is 
obtained by determining the area between w-dw and W+dw of the Pierson 
-11oskowitz wave energy spectrum (as shown in Fig. 3.3a) around a 
specified frequency w, taking the square root of that area, and 
assigning that value to the frequency. This is done for all frequen-
des specified, fanning a histogram of frequencies, wi' versus the 
equivalent wave amplitudes, ni' as shown in Fig. 3.3b. The variance 
of the wave amplitudes can be represented by the sum of the squares 
of the d;scretised wave amplitudes, 
N 
0' = L ( n(w.) )' • 
1=1 1 
(3.17) 
where N is the total number of discretised wave amplitudes. 
3.7 Modelling of the LVA 
The method of modelling the sloshing loads of a liquid with a 
free surface in an accelerating container, (Fig. 3.4a). developed by 
Ref. 3, is used in this study. When a container containing a liquid 
of mass M is accelerated in a horizontal direction, a certain 





120 km/hr Storm 
~ 
.n(Hz) -
Fig. 3.3a Pierson-Moskowitz Wave Energy Spectrum 
"I (!).;) 
I III I 
.n (Hz)-
Fig. 3.3b Discretised Wave Amplitude 
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it were a solid mass, MO' that is rigidly attached to the tank at a 
height, HO' from the bottom of the container as shown in Fig. 3.4b. 
This mass is referred to as the impulsive mass. The motion of the 
tank also induces oscillations into the liquid exerting an oscilla-
ting force on the tank, s 1m; 1 ar to tha t exerted by a soli d mass, M1, 
oscillating horizontally against a restraining spring as shown in 
Fig. 3.4b. This mass is referred to as the convective mass since it 
involves the motion of the liquid. A detailed fennulation of the 
equivalent spring-mass system is given by Ref. 3, and the resulting 
terms expressing the mechanism of liquid sloshing in an upright 
liquid-filled cylinder are 
MO : 1. M ( *) (tanh(,I!~» , (3.1Ba) 
,I! 
HO ~d (1 +j{ (,I!~)/tanh(,I!~) - 1» (3.1Bb) 
HI r1 1 (ll)'.f!l- R tanhfl d ) 4" 12 So 81<' (3.1Bc) 
14 
HI ffd d ( 1 - (cosh 81<)- 135)/V¥~i hV¥ d) 88 8 n 81< ), (3.1Bd) 
and 
00' U¥ tanhV¥~) (3.180) 
where 
fundamenta 1 sloshing frequency t 
and 
MO' HOt Ml' HI' Rand d are defined in Fig. 3.4. 
These expressions include fluid pressures on the bottom of the 
container. Although expressions used by Ref. 3 involved some 
approximations, the results given by his theory were shown to be 
within 2.5 % of the classical theory, and considered sufficiently 
accurate for the present investigation. 
3.8 Damping of Sloshing Liquids 
Viscous damping of sloshing liquids is associated with the 
dissipation of energy during oscillations. resulting in the decrease 
in the amplitude of successive oscillations. This decreasing 
amplitude can be described by the damping ratio as 
t; = k Zl~~~~~~: ~~e a~§ct!C1!~:;ion (3.19) 
Viscous damping depends on the container radius. R. liquid depth. d. 
and kinematic viscosity. v. Owing to the fact that liquid sloshing 
is essentially a nonlinear phenomenon. few theories are available 
for predicting the damping of liquid motion in a cylinder. A semi-
empirical equation for evaluating the damping ratio of a liquid in a 
cylindrical container was obtained by Ref. 4~ and given as 
i; = 0.56"'" R-'" g-'" tanh(1.84 *) (1 + 2(1 - *)csch(3.68 *) 
(3.20) 
The damping ratios of a few liquids based on Eq. 3.20 are given in 
Table 3.1. A few liquids have relatively high kinematic viscosities, 
giving ~ (for the same cylinder geometry and liquid depth) as high 
as 1 % ~ but the practi cabil ity of us i ng them is not known. 
Table 3.1 Damping Ratio of liquids 
Liquid Cy1. Radius liquid Depth Ki~. a~i~~8S~ty 0~mp~tR~J3°c R d 
Water 6 m 1.6m 1 x lO-'m2./s 0.0001 
Glycerin 6 m 1.6m 3 x lO-3m2./s 0.D05 
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3.9 The Absorber Cylinder 
The cylinder is divided into two finite beam elements with lengths 
depending on HO and HI as shown in Fig. 3.5a,b. When the liquid-filled 
cy1 inder is mounted on the offshore platfonn. five additional degrees 
of freedom. x~, x;. x;. x!. and xa ' as shown in Fig. 3.4b, are added. 
The response of the cy1 f nder wa 11. does not have any s 1 9nifi cant effect 
on the dynamic motion of the platfonn. Hence, the flexibility of the 
cylinder wall need not be considered. 
3.10 Relation of Liquid Mass and Frequency with Cylinder Geometry 
The sloshing frequency of a liquid in a cylinder depends on the 
radius, R, and the ratio, d/R. Fig. 3.6, which 1s based on Eq. 3.18. 
shows two sets of curves, one joining the coordinates ( * . R ) 
corresponding to the same sloshing frequencies, and the other 
corresponding to the same total liquid mass in the cylinder. For the 
range of values 0 < * < 0.9, an increase in the sloshing frequency, lila' 
is predo(l1inantly due to an increase in dlR, while for the range 
t> 0.9, the increase is predominantly due to a decrease in the radius, 
R. Fig. 3.6 will be used later in the analyses for variation of 
absorber parameters. 
Fig. 3.7 shows the MolM and HI/M values for varying dlR values. 
It can be seen from the figure that MOIM increases with increasing 
dlR, while MIIM decreases. The value M1/M is of some significance, as 
it corresponds to the oscillating mass of the vibration absorber. It 
may be advantageous, therefore, to choose a suitable d/R ratio in 
order to provide a larger convective (or oscillating) mass Mi' but a 
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Fig. 3.7 Variation of HO and HI with d/R 
liquid mass is kept constant and d/R reduced by a certain amount. 
three parameters are affected : 
a) Increase in convective mass. Mp 
b) Decrease in sloshing frequency of liquid in the cylinder (as 
can be inferred from Fig. 3.6), 
c) Decrease in the impulsive mass, MOl causing an increase 
in the deck mass. and consequently reducing the fundamental 
frequency of the platfonn very slightly. 
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CHAPTER 4 
APPLICATION OF LVA TO AN OFFSHORE PLATFORM 
4.1 Offshore Pl a tfonn Response wi thout an Absorber 
The 366 m offshore platfonn of Ref. 2 is used as a model in this 
analysis, the fundamental frequency of which 1s 0.2 Hz. For 
convenience, the structural data of the platfonn (II'ftCshown in Table 4.1. 
The model is first excited without the absorber by wave loading obtain-
ed frClRl the discretized Pierson-Moskowitz wave energy spectrum 
(correponding to 120 km/hr stann). The output 1s given as a series of 
steady-state displacements, rotation. acceleration at each nodal point, 
and strain at the midpoint of each element. Curve A of Fig. 4.1 gives 
the deck displacements corresponding to the wave amplitude input. the 
displacements being normalised to the standard deviation of the ded 
displacements. At some point on the displacement-frequency curve, the 
deck. amplitude rises sharply reaching a peak. at the wave frequency 
equalling the fundamental frequency of the offshore platfonn. This is 
the resonant frequency; however at this frequency, the amplitude of 
the platfonn is prevented from becoming infinitely large by structural 
dampi ng. 
4.2 Offshore Platfonn Response with an LVA 
The model is excited by wave loading, but with an LVA 
mounted at the deck. level. The container radius and liquid height are 
chosen from Fig. 3.6 such that the natural frequency of the absorber, 
wa ' is almost equal to the fundamental frequency, ws' of the platfonn. 
The progranrne is run for three different conditions of liquid as shown 
in Table 4.2. Curve B of Fig. 4.1 shows the deck. displacement for 
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Table 4.1 Structural Data for the Offshore Platfonn 










Total Structural Mass 
Modulus of Elasticity 
Fundamental Frequency 
Viscous Damping, I • 












2432760 M9 m' 
11213 Hg 






Run 1 (f.e. with water as the absorber liquid). The vibration of the 
platfonn deck at the old resonant frequency (0.2 Hz) is reduced to 
almost zero, and two new peaks are defined in the vicinity, at 0.185 
Hz, and at 0.215 Hz. These two peaks are the new resonant frequencies 
of the system. The standard deviation of the deck displacement is 
reduced by 9.4 %. The reduction in the standard deviation (SO) or the 
root mean square (RHS) value is an indication of the perfonnance of 
the absorber system. The procedure for Run 2 is the same, but water 
is replaced with glycerin in the lVA. The effect, as shown in Curve C 
of Fig. 4.1. is seen to further decrease the vibration around the new 
resonant peaks (0.185 Hz, 0.215 Hz). The overall effect on the deck 
displacement is to reduce the standard deviation, ax, by 12.6 %. This 
greater reduction in ax is due due to a larger damping ratio in the 
glycerin than in water. Run 3 is a case where the damping is increased 
further to ~ .. 0.05, and the further reduction 1n the deck displace-
ment response is indicated in Curve D of Fig. 4.1; the reduction in 
the standard deviation of the deck. response is 19 %. The reduction 1n 
the standard deviation of the top element strain is 26.2 %. 
4.3 Mechanism of Vibration Absorption in a Two-Mass System 
The subject of forced vibration of a two-mass model as shown in 
Fig. 4.2 may be found in a standard text on vibration, and it can be 
seen that a similar behaviour can be obtained, as in the case of the 
offshore platfonn. The two new resonant frequencies depend only on the 
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Ws "" frequency of the main mass, 
0/005 t 
'" damping ratio of the main spring, 
~a = damping ratio of the absorber spring. 
Den Hartog (18) showed in his study of the dynamic motion of a two-mass 
model t that the displacement of the main mass is given as 
(21;.!i)' + (!i'-f')' (4.2) 
The tuning of the absorber to reduce vibration of the main mass is 
obtained from 
f = r+-.. 
Brock (25) and Den Hartog (18) obtained an expression for optimum 
damping for the same model as follows 
1;'=~ 
• 8(1 + ")' 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
The results of Refs. 2. 18 and 25 will be used later as guidelines 
for predicting the optimum absorber parameters required to minimise 
the offshore platform response to wave loading. 
4.4 Comparison of Response Reductions 
To compare the perfonnance of the LVA with that of the tuned mass 
damper of Ref. 2, the original prograrrme of Ref. 2 including a tuned 
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mass damper is used. The inputs to his programme, as shown in Table 4.3. 
are the equivalent spr;ng-mass-dashpot parameters of the LVA used in 
4.2. The comparison of the deck displacement response between the two 
cases is shown in Fig. 4.3. With the lVA, a larger reduction in the 
standard deviation of deck response is noted; Ox for the deck 
response with LVA is 2 % smaller than that with a tuned mass damper. 
This small difference is likely to be due to the additional overtur-
ning moment caused by the elevations HI and HO' of the masses MI and 
MO respectively. increasing the effectiveness of the lVA. 
Table 4.2 Damping Ratio of LVA 
Run Cyl. Dimensions Type liquid Properties Density 
5.6 m 1.6 m Water lxlO-'m 2/s 1.00 Mg/m' 
5.6 m 106m Glycerin 3xlO-'m2/s 1.25 Mg/m' 
5.6 m 106m ~:~~rD:!f~e lxlO-'m 2 /s 1.00 Mg/m' 
Table 4.3 Equivalent Mass Damper Parameters 
LVA 
Cylinder Radius, R 
Liquid Depth, d 
Kin. Viscosity, \I 
Liquid Density. p 
Damper Mass, Ml 
Mass Damper Mass I MO' added to Deck Mass 
of Ref. 2 Damper Frequency, wa 
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OPTIMISATION OF ABSORBER PARAMETERS 
5.1 Parameters Affecting Platfonn Response 
The response of the platfonn with an LVA depends on the 
parameters )..19 f, 9, and ~a 
where 
and 
Mass of Liquid in Tank 
Structural Mass of Platfonn 
Sloshing Frequency of Absorber wa 
Fundamental Frequency of Platfonn W; , 
Wave frequency 
Fundamental Frequency of Platfonn 
~a = Damping Ratio of Absorber. 
w' s 
For convenience, 1J will be referred to as the mass ratio, f the 
absorber frequency. 9 the wave frequency. and wa the absorber 
damping ratio. All the four parameters are in dimensionless form. 
5.2 Response Reduction with an LVA (without Damping Device) 
To find the optimum absorber perfomance, the mass ratio. }J, and 
the absorber frequency. f, are varied by varying the the tank radius, 
R, and the depth to radius ratio, d/R. 
5.2.1 Liquid Mass Variation 
The platfonn is analysed, with glycerin as the absorber fluid, 
the absorber frequency, f. held constant at 1.0, and the mass ratio, 
30 
~, varied. In order to vary II without offsetting the specified value 
of f. appropriate values of Rand d/R are read from Fig. 3.6. The 
deCK diplacement responses obtained from the analyses for three 
different values of lJ. are shown in Fig. 5.1; the displacements are 
normalised to the so of the deck displacement response without the 
absorber. The minimum responses for all the three cases occur at the 
wave frequency, § • f. Of the three cases, II ,. 0.013,0.027 and 0.053, 
the smallest SO value of the deck displacement response is obtained 
for lJ .. 0.013. for which the two resonant peaks of the displacement-
frequency curve are almost at the same level. 
The procedure is repeated for more intennediate values of lJ. 
Fig. 5.2 shows the deck displacement-mass ratio curves, each of which 
corresponds to a particular wave frequency, 9i. The dominant wave 
frequencies relevant to the structural model are those in the region 
around unity as shown in Fig. 5.2 i.e. 9 = 0.85 to 1.05. The curves 
corresponding to these frequencies are indicated by the broken line 
in Fig. 5.2. 
The entire series of simulations are repeated with f E 1.08. 
Fig. 5.3 presents plots of on - ~ curves for the cases f '" 1. 1.08. 
where on is the SO of deck displacement response nonnalised to the 
SO of deck displacement response without an lVA. The curves indicate 
considerable fluctuation of an with varying 1J in both cases. This, 
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5.2.2 Frequency Variation 
The absorber frequency. f I is varied. k.eeping the mass ratio, lJ, 
constant at 0.013. and the fluid viscosity the same as in 5.2.1. The 
appropriate absorber dimensions are obtained from Fig. 3.6 in order 
to keep 1..1 constant while varying f. The deck displacement response 
for three different values of f, 0.8, 1.0 and 1.08, are shown in Fig. 
5.4. The resonant peaks exhibit shifts as the absorber frequency, f, 
is increased or decreased. For f < 1. the right resonant peak is the 
dominant one. As f tends to unity, the right peak falls while the 
left one rises; at f -;,: 1.0, the peaks are at the same level and the 
minimum SO for the displacement response is obtained. As' f 1s 
increased further. the left peak continues to rise while the right 
one falls. Theoretically, as f approaches infinity, the frequency of 
the absorber will be too large to affect the response of the 
structure and the right resonant peak disappears while the left peak 
changes in magnitude, and shifts in position along the wave frequency 
axis until it is almost similar to the original resonant frequency 
peak (\'d thout absorber). 
Fig. 5.5 shows plots similar to Fig. 5.2, but for varying values 
of f instead of lJ.. The dominant wave freque'lcies relevant to the 
structural model are again shown to be around unity, i.e. g = O.g to 
1.05. and the curves corresponding to these frequencies are indicated 
by the broken line in Fig. 5.5. It can be inferred from the minimum 
points for the curves (indicated by crosses), that the response of 
the platfonn to each particular wave frequency. g1' 1s minimum at the 
absorber frequency value. fi .. 9i' this result can be used to optimise 
the effectiveness of the absorber by shifting the absorber frequency 
35 
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into the range of dominant wave frequencies relevant to the platfonn 
model, i.e. 0.9 - 1.05. Fig. 5.6 shows the an - f curves for the 
mass levels J.1 = 0.013, 0.027. Again, considerable fluctuation of an 
is noted as the absorber frequency, f, is varied, owing to inadequate 
damping. 
5.3 lVA Application with a Damping Device 
To increase energy dissipation in the absorber, the damping 
ratio is increased from 0.005 to 0.05 by introducing a damping device 
in the absorber, as discussed in 5.4. 
5.3.1 Mass Variation 
The mass ratio, ,.J, is varied, and the absorber frequency, f. 
kept constant at 0.8, 1.0, and 1.08. Fig. 5.7 shows curves of 
normalised so of deck displacement response, an' versus the mass 
ratio,).1. Each of the curves indicated decreasing O"n with increasing 
~. For f = 1.0 and II .: 0.027, the reduction in the SO value of the 
deck displacement response is 22 %. As ~ is increased, the 
percentage of reduction in the SO value becomes smaller. 
5.3.2 Frequency Tuning 
Now, the absorber frequency, f, is varied, keeping the mass 
ratio. ~t constant at 0.013, 0.027 t and 0.04. Plots of O"n - f curves 
corresponding to the specified mass ratios are presented in Fig. 5.8. 
For each case of ll' an optimum absorber frequency, fopt.' is obtained. 
Table 5.1 shows the values of fopt.' and the reduction in the SO of 
the deck displacement response for each case of 1-1. The optimum 
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v tends to zero. This behaviour shows consistency with Eq. 4.3 which 
was obtained from the two-mass system fonnulation of Ref. 18. The 
reduction 1n the SO value of the top element strain 1n Case 3 is 
32.8 ~. 
Table 5.1 OptilllJrn Frequencies 












To detennine the optimum damping, the damping ratio of the 
absorber. tal is varied with f • 1.0 and 1J. = 0.013. The an - E;a 
curve is presented in Fig. 5.9. As ta increases, an decreases 
initially. then reaching a minimum at an optimum damping, E;a(optfmum), 
and the gradually increases. For f = 1.0 and ]..I = 0.013, the optimum 
d.mpin9. <.(optimum) = 0.07. 
5.4 Damp; 09 Devi ces 
Adequate damping of liquid motion may be provided by using fixed 
baffles attached to the cylinder wall as shown in Fig. 5.10. The 
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baffles may be perforated with the advantage of considerable lightness, 
and their position along the vertical axis of the cylinder can be 
controlled. The main effect is the change of first-mode sloshing into 
a rotary motion. The liquid oscillating in its fundamental mode 
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Fig. 5.9 Optimum Absorber Damping 
The direction of the liquid motion neal'" the wall is almost vertical 
and thus nonnal to the baffle located a small distance. 5. beneath the 
free surface. Energy dissipation results from the baffle resistance 
on the wave motion. which damps the liquid. The damping of the liquid 
free surface oscillations in a cylinder by a flat solid ring baffle 
has been predicted theoretically by Miles (26) in the following fonn : 
(5.1) 
where R. 5. W, and z are related to the tank geometry as shown in 
Fig. 5.10. Figs. 5.11 atb are based on Eq. 5.1 from which t"a is 
obtained with the given parameters R, 5, W, and z. Fig. 5.11 shows 
that damping decreases exponentially with increasing siR. indicating 
that damping is greatest when the baffle is located at the mean free 
surface level. For the given parameters, w/R = 0.1 and z/R. with the 
baffle attached at the mean free surface level, ~a :: 0.075. For ring 
baffles, a damping ratio as high as 0.2 to 0.3 is possible. The 
lowering of sloshing frequencies due to the introduction of a baffle 
must be taken into account; nevertheless, an increase in damping in 
the absorber with the use of a ring baffle reduces the structural 
response, as it increases the rate of energy dissipation in the 
structural system. 
5.5 Frequency Tuning Devices 
The natural frequencies of the sloshing liquid in a cylinder can 
be controlled without adjusting the cylinder geometry and liquid 
height by using movable devices which are either irrmersed in the 
liquid or just cover the liquid surface. Siekmann and Chang (27) made 
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Fig. 5.11a Damping Factor of lVA as a Function of Baffle 
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Fig. S.l1b Damping Factor of LVA as a FUnction of Baffle 
Depth for z/R : 0.1 
a theoretical study on the control of natural frequencies of a 
sloshing liquid in an upright cylindrical container. The liquid 
domain is divided into two regions •• 1 and .2' by means of an elastic 
mat which is either a membrane or a plate as shown in Fig. 5.12. The 
mat 1s attached to the tank. wall at a height h, such that the edge of 
the mat, though I1X)vable. will remain at this height during sloshing. 
For the case where the membrane covers the liquid surface. the 




pgk. + Tk.' 
--------~ sfnh(kd) 
pcosh(kd) + Pmk sfnh(kd) 
density of fluid. 
gravitational acceleration, 
T :: tensl1e force per unit length 1n membrane, 
Pm:: mass per unit area of mermrane. 
Ie. '" constant, k. :: l.84/R , 
R ,. cylinder radius. 
For the case of an elastic plate covering the free surface, 
where 
Dk.' + pk.g 
-,:,--------- sfnh(kd) 
pptk sfnh(kd) + pcosh(kd) 
EP 
= flexural plate rigidity, D = --- • 
12(1-v' ) 
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Fig. 5.12 Frequency Tuning Meni>rane 
\J = Poisson's ratio, 
pp • density of plate material, 
and 
t := plate thickness. 
Figs. 5.13 atb. and c are based on Eq. 5.2, giving the sloshing 
frequencies for the given parameters P, '[, Pm' d and R. Given the 
parameters, p = 1000 kg/m • d = 1.3 m. and R z 6 rnt the natural 
sloshing frequency as obtained from Fig. 3.6 1s 1.08 rad/s. With 
the application of an elastic membrane {T = 30 kN/m I Pm • 20 kg/m 
covering the free surface of the liquid. the new sloshing frequency. 
as obtained from Fig. 5.13e, is wa '" 1.2 rad/s. 
It is of interest to note that the menbrane. besides increasing 
the frequency of the liquid, also increases the damping in the 
liquid motion. In this respect, the membrane may prove to be 
effective in reducing the response of the structure if the right 
damping and frequency can be achieved simultaneously. Another point 
to note is that by introducing a membrane or a plate 9 the sloshing 
force tends to be suppressed, and a penalty is involved in that part 
of the convective mass, MI , that is converted into the impulsive mass. 
This has the effect of reducing the effectiveness of the absorber (as 
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Fig. 5.13b Change of Sloshing Frequency Using an Elastic 
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Fig. 5.13c Change of Sloshing Frequency Using an Elastic 
Membrane wi th T = 30 kN/m 
CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 
6.1 Conclus ion 
6.1.1 Absorber without Damp;"9 Dev; ce 
i) When the lVA is mounted on the plat form model, the platform 
response was reduced. The response reduction is dependent on 
the liquid mass and frequency, and the damping ratio of the 
liquid motion (in another sense, dependent on the cylinder 
radius, the depth to radius ratio, and the liquid viscosity and 
density). The reduction of the standard deviation of the deck 
displacement response for a 5.S m - radius cylinder with 
glycerin fill ed to depth 1.6 m is 12.6 %. 
ii) The platfonn response fluctuates in both cases - varying liquid 
mass and sloshing frequency; hence the optimum mass and freque-
cy for minimum response cannot be defined. 
6.1.2 Absorber with Damping Device 
i} When the absorber fluid is damped with a damping device, the 
response reduction is significantly greater. For f (absorber 
frequency) = 1.0, and lJ (mass ratio) = 0.013, the optimum 
d.mping, f;.(optimum) • 0.07. 
ii) The platfonn response reduces with an increase in liquid mass, 
but as the liquid mass is increased further in the subsequent 
simulations, the percentage of response reduction is smaller. 
iii) An optimum absorber frequency can be obtained for each value of 
liquid mass. For the mass ratio, 1.1 = 0.04, the optimum absorber 
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frequency, f ::: 0.94; the corresponding reduction 1n the 
standard deviation of the deck displacement response 1s 25 %. 
iv) The reduction in the standard deviation in the top element 
strain for \l ::: 0.04, f ::: 0.94, and /;;a ::: 0.05, is 32.8 %. The 
reduction in the strain response increases the fatigue life of 
the structure. 
6.2 Discussion 
The standard deviation (SO or 0) of the deck displacement 1s 
indicative of the overall structural response, and the SO of the 
element strain indicates the stress response of the member. The 
reduction in the SO of member stresses reduces the probability of 
exceeding the ultimate stress limit of the meni>er. Moreover, if 
fatigue is the mode of failure. the number of cycles to failure is 
increased when the SO of member stress levels is reduced (28~ 29). 
The reduction of the deck acceleration is important from the 
consideration of human comfort and instrumentation. 
The advantages of the lVA over the tuned mass damper are 
1) It is less costly in installation and maintenance 9 
i1) As the lVA is cylindrical 9 it can function in any horizontal 
direction, 
iii) The horizontal liquid motion is restricted by the cylinder wall, 
hence less platform space is required for the absorber operation 
and 
iv) The liquid mass can be easily controlled by pumping operations 
to and from the base of the platform. 
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SEISMIC RESPONSE OF ELEVATED LIQUID STORAGE TANKS 
INTRODUCTION 
Investigations of the seismic behaviour of elevated liquid storage 
structures have been motivated by numerous events of earthquake damage 
and destruction of elevated water tanks in places of high seismicity. 
Hausner (3) proposed a method of detennining the hydrodynamic pressures 
in a rigid fluid container subject to horizontal accelerations. 
This enabled the representation of the elevated liquid storage tank by 
a two-mass system, a method cOlTlllonly used in succeeding investigations 
on the seismic response analysis of elevated water tanks. Although 
the two-mass system is a reasonable representation for the elevated 
water tank, study of the seismic behaviour appears to be adequate only 
for the supporting structure. A report by Hill and Biggs (3D) 
indicated that although most of the earthquake damage to water towers 
occurred in the supporting structure, some were due to the structural 
inadequacy of the storage tank. itself. Veletsos and Yang (31) 
reported that the hydrodynamic effects in flexible tanks may be 
larger than those in rigid tanks of the same dimensions. The current 
seismic design coefficients for water storage towers are of a 
significantly higher order than those for buildings. This possible 
conservatism may be a reflection of uncertainties (e.g. those reported 
by Refs. 30 and 31) in the stress behaviour induced by hydrodynamic 
effects. 
The majority of elevated water tanks have been in the 600 m3 
class or smaller. ~1ore recently. tank sizes up to 12000 m3 (Fig. 7.1e) 
have been constructed, most of them in steel or concrete. The 
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supporting structure may consist of a frame (Fig. 7.1a), a multicolumn 
assembly (Fig. 7.Ib), or an axisymmetric pedestal (Figs. 7.lc,d,e). 
As many elevated water tanks of today are much larger in dimensions 
than those previously constructed, more sophisticated method of 
analysis are required to detennine their seismic behaviour. The 
considerable need for predicting the response of the larger liquid 
storage tower structures, incorporating detailed she11 behaviour of 
the tank, has initiated the studies described in this report. The 
work is restricted to the fomulation of a procedure for seismic 
analysis ofaxisyrrmetric water towers, an extension of the work by 
Balendra and Nash (32) on the seismic response analysis of ground-
supported liquid storage tanks. Much of the information is presented 
without proof, and mathematical details may be followed up through the 
quoted references. A study of the soil-structure interaction effect 





Fig. 7.1 Types of Water Tanks 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
8.1 Dynami c Ana lysis of Ground-Supported Cy11 ndri ca 1 Tanks 
Early studies of the forced vibration of contained liquids go 
back. to 1950; significant and theoretical investigations are those of 
Jacobsen (33), and Jacobsen and Ayre (34) which dealt with the seismic 
behaviour of rigid cylindrical tanks. Ref. 33 calculated the forces 
and moments induced by the fluid inside a cylindrical tank subjected 
to horizontal acceleration. Ref. 34 conducted experiments on liquid-
filled cylindrical tanks, with damped hannanic excitation of tank 
bases. The work was followed by Hausner's (3) fomulation of 
simplified expressions for obtaining the hydrodynamic pressures 
developed in rigid ground-supported tank.s, subjected to horizontal 
acceleration. Satisfactory agreement between the behaviour of 
petroleum storage tanks in the 1964 Alaskan earthquake and the 
predictions based on the work of Ref. 3, has been demonstrated by 
Shepherd (35). During the past decade, there has been a rapid 
development in the subject related to the sloshing behaviour of 
liquids in fuel tanks of liquid propellant rockets. In the field of 
aerospace technology, Lindholm, Kana and Abramson (36), Chu (37), Kana 
and Chu (38), DiMaggio and Bleich (39), and Fung, Sechler and Kaplan 
(40) made valuable contributions to the response analysis of 
pressurized cylinders containing liquids. luI<. (41) presented a 
development of a finite element model, and some numerical examples for 
liquid sloshing problems involving both rigid and axisynmetric 
containers. Edwards (42) investigated coupled interaction between the 
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elastic walls of a cylindrical tank and the contained liquid, and 
simulated the liquid-filled tank with ground motion by numerical 
integration. Bauer and Siekmann (43) analysed the general case of 
hydroelastic coupled oscillations of a partially-filled liquid 
container with a flexible bottom and an elastic side wall. 
More recently, Wu, Mouzakis,Nash and Colonell (44), Shaaban and 
Nash (45), and Balendra and Nash (32) made significant contributions 
to the advancement on the seismic analysis of ground-supported 
liquid-filled cylindrical tanks. Ref. 44 presented an analytical 
fonnulation and developed a computer prograrmte for determination of 
natural frequencies of free vibration of an elastic circular shell 
partially filled with liquid. Ref. 45 developed a finite element 
computer prograrrrne for the time-history analysis of seismic response 
of ground supported liquid-filled tank. while Ref. 32 expanded the 
work to include an axisYllJJletric dome top. Recent experimental 
investigations by Clough and Clough (46) on the seismic behaviour of 
ground-supported liquid-filled cylindrical tanks have indicated 
significant cross-sectional distortion of elastic tanks caused by 
uplifting of the base, and geometric imperfections of the side wall. 
which had not been included in theoretical predictions. 
8.2 Seismic Response of Elevated Water Tanks 
Literature related to the dynamic behaviour of elevated water 
tanks dates back to as early as 1936, when Carder (47) tested steel 
water tanks, by a series of pull-back tests on the supporting towers, 
to study the effects of the foundation conditions and tower motion in 
seismic events. Extensive model studies were undertaken by Ruge (48) 
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with the object of deriving data useful for the seismic design of 
water tanks. Many of the later investigations used the method of 
detennining hydrodynamic pressures proposed by Ref. 3. Both Cloud 
(49) and Blume (50) have reported reasonable correlation between the 
observed behaviour of water tanks and the vibrational parameters 
obtained from the method of Ref. 3. Chandrasekaran and Krishna (51) 
have reported an analytical investigation of the seismic behaviour of 
reinforced concrete water towers. Simplification of the elevated 
tank with a two-mass idealization have also been used 1n the work of 
Sanobe and Nishikawa (52)9 Ifrim and Sratu (53)9 Garcia (54). and 
Shepherd (55). Ref. 55 studied the free vibrations of an axisyfl'1Tletric 
prestressed concrete elevated water tank, and carried out a simple 
pull-back test to substantiate the validity of the theoretical model. 
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THEORY USED 
9.1 Shell Mass and Stiffness Matrices 
The mass and stiffness matrices, !1s and ~. for the axlsYJTITlE!tric 
shell structure are generated by using the finite element computer 
code SAtoV-1S0R-II {56}. The progralJllle idealises the shell of revolution 
by curved ring elements, developed by Stricklin, Navaratna and Pian 
(57). The displacements of an element in the meridional. circumferen-
tial, and normal directions, denoted by u, v. and w respectively. are 
represented by a Fourier representation in the circumferential 
direction as follows: 
E u um(z,t) cos rna • (9.1a) 
m 
E v vm(z,t) sin me • (9.1b) 
m 
and 
E w wm(z,t) cos me I (9.1c) 
where urn' vm' and wm are the generalised displacements for the m th 
circumferential hannanic. 
9.2 Equations of Motion of liquid 
Fig. 9.1 shows the coordinate system (r,a, z) adopted in defining 
the equations governing the liquid motion. For an 1nvisc1d. 
incompressible liquid, the governing equations of motion are the 
Laplace equation 
v 2 p(r,a,z) o • (9.2) 
and the Bernoulli Equation 
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Fig. 9.1 Coordinate System 
9Z (9.3) 
where ~(r.e,z) is the velocity potential, p the liquid pressure. Pf 
the liquid density, and 9 the gravitational acceleration. 
9.3 Boundary Conditions 
At the free surface. the boundary equation may be expressed as 
a'~ 1 
at2- z=O 211 9 (lZ z-a 
At the el asti c cyl i ndri ca 1 tank. wall, the boundary condition 
expressing the liquid solid-interaction is given as 
211 ar r=R aw 1 at r=R 
At the rigid tank bottom, the boundary condition is written as 
9.4 Coupled Liquid-Tank. Interaction 
The variational functional for the liquid ;s given as 






where T. n. and W are the kinetic and potential energies. and the 
the work. done on the liquid respectively. Hsiung and Weingarten (58) 
obtained T by integration over the liquid volume V, n by integration 
over the free surface F, and W by integration over the 1 iqu1d-tank: 
interface 1:, as follows: 
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Pf I 2" v v~ • V'HV • (9.8a) 
IT = t IF I; ( Pf 9 I; ) dS (9.8b) 
and 
W = IL Pf ( * )~ dS (9.8c) 
where Pf 1s the liquid density, t the liquid elevation from the mean 
free surface level t and V, the velocity vector ij given by 
grad ~ (9.9) 
It has been shown by Ref. 58 that the functional involving the 
governing equations 9.2 and 9.3. together with the boundary equations 
9.4, 9.5 and 9.6, can be expressed in the fonn 
1 = i Iv Vp • Vp dV - t IF ( it )' dS - Pf IL P ~ dS 
(9.10) 
Ref. 32 discretised the liquid 1n the cylindrical tank. into annular 
elements of rectangular cross-section, and expressed Eq. 9.10 in terms 
of element nodal pressure vector, f.. and the shell nodal displacement 
vector,!:!... giving the variational functional in matrix fonn as follows: 
1 = ! pT K p 2- "f- ! pT M P 2- "f- (9.11) 
where ~I !if' and ~ are the liquid stiffness, liquid mass. and 
COupling force matrices respectively. Minimizing the variational 




The equations for the dynamic fluid pressure on the shell is given by (59): 
!!. li. • ~!I. • 'iT t (9.13) 
By using Eqs. 9.12 and 9.13, and neglecting the free surface pressure 
of the liquid, the equations of motion representing the free vibration 
of the coupled liquid-tank system were obtained by Ref. 32 as follows: 
(9.14) 
in which [ !is + ~ ] is the modified mass matrix accounting for the 
hydrodynamic effect of the liquid. The matrix, ~. generated by the 
computer code. FLUID. developed by Ref. 32 1s given by : 
(9.15) 
9.5 Response Analysis of an Elevated Water Tank 
The tower 1n Fig. l.le is the example problem for the analysis. 
The mass and stiffness matrices of the elevated liquid-filled tank are 
generated based on the theory outlined above. while the mass and 
stiffness matrices of the outer shell of the supporting pedestal are 
generated separately by the computer code of Ref. 56. The inner tube, 
carrying the piping connections, and enclosed by the spiral staircase, 
contributes a negligible amount to the stiffness of the supporting 
structure, but in view of its concentricity \'Iith the outer shell, its 
stiffness can be added to the stiffness of the outer shell to obtain 
the combined stiffness of the supporting structure. The sloshing due 
to the liquid part filling the conical base of the tank is assumed 
negligible, and the water in this region is treated as a solid mass. 
After assembling the matrices of the tank and supporting 
structure to fonn the overall matrices!! and ~, and imposing the 
boundary conditions at the foundation (fixed in this case), the 
frequencies, w, and the mode shapes, ~, of the structure are obtained 
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first by matrix decomposition using Choleski's method, and then solved 
by a standard eigenvalue subroutine. 




The partitioned matrix equation of motion may be written as 
(9.17) 
in which the lower segment of Eq. 9.17 pertains to the base nodal 
displacements. and the upper segment to the non-base nodal displacements. 
!1c. fe, and .!Sc are the coupling effects between the base and non-base 
nodes. The total displacements. !!t' of the off-base nodes can be 
expressed as the sum of the pseudostatic component. !!sf and the dynamic 
component, !!. as follows : 
(9.18) 
The vector. !!.s. is considered to be developed through rigid body 
displacements resulting from ~. and the relationship is given by 
(9.19) 
This can be rewritten as 
(9.20) 
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fn whfch B. = _-".-1 -"c • 
The equations for the off-base elements in Eq. 9.17 can be written as 
Ii~ + f~ + -".!l • -[liB. + 'ic1lig - [fB. + f.cl!!g (9.21) 
The tenns on the right-hand side are the effective earthquake forces, 
and if the velocity dependent term, [f..!!. + fc]~ , is neglected*, Eq. 9.21 
wou 1 d reduce to 
Ii ~ + f ~ + -".!l = - [Ii B. + 'icl~ = f"ff (9.22) 
where fe'f is the effective force vector. Eq. 9.22 can be decoupled by 
substituting!!..!.!. and pre-multiplying the result by!.T; the individual 
equation for the ith mode is obtained as follows : 
Yf + 2 ~f "f Yf + "f' Yf Pf/Mf (9.23) 
where P f = .ti f"ff • and lif = .ti Ii.tf • 
yet) for the mode number specified is found by Duhamel integration, from 
whfch !!.(t) fs obtafned. By omittfn9 the terms [fg + f.c B.l and 
[!g + ..!Sc !!J from Eq. 9.17, the reactions at the foundations can be given 
as 
(9.24) 
Consequently. the stress resultants, Nsf Ne and Nse ' and the stress 
couples, Ms' Me and Mse t are computed at all the nodes for the specified 
circumferential angles 6. The programne of Ref. 32 is mod1fied to 
include damping, and generalise its applicability to elevated liquid 
storage tanks. 
The damping contribution to the effective earthquake forces is 
small, and is usually neglected (60). 
10.1 Structural Data 
CHAPTER 10 
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS 
The dimensions and properties of the elevated tank are shown in 
Fig. 10.1. The number of elements employed is 35 as shown in Fig. 
10.2, and the first eight modes are shown in the main response 
analysis. 
10.2 Criterion for Selecting Damping Ratio 
The damping ratio for liquid motion is relatively small t ranging 
from 0.0001 to 0.005, while the structural damping ratio is much 
larger in value as shown in Table 10.1. 
Table 10.1 Damping Ratio of an Empty Elevated Tank 




Damping Ratio, 1; 
0.005 to 0.02 
0.05 to 0.07 
0.15 to 0.40 
At present, there is no definite rule on which to base the 
computation of the damping ratios for the whole elevated tank system 
containing liquid. The damping ratio for the overall system depends 
am the amount of influence from the liquid motion, as well as the 
motion of the supporting structure. When the tank is either empty or 
completely full, no sloshing is involved, and the first and second mode 
damping ratios, t1 and t2' are both chosen as 0.05 for the structure to 
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Fig. 10.2 Node Numbering 
be analysed. When partially filled with water, the first mode involves 
slosh1 ng almost enti re ly, whereas the second mode essenti ally i nvo lves 
the motion of the supporting structure. Hence, it seems reasonable to 
use (1 '" 0.001 and (2 = 0.05 for partially filled elevated tanks. 
From the damping ratios chosen, the appropriate damping coefficients, 
aO and at can be detennined. 
10.3 Load Input and Simulation 
The ground acceleration depends on the level of seismic 
resistance sought. For t he present example, the digitised S69E 
ground acceleration of the 1952 TAFT earthquak.e with a 0.29 peak 
amplitude is provided as the input to the prograll1l1e. The first 
circumferential mode of the structure is excited, giving a series of 
displacement-time responses. The stress resultants and couples at the 
midpoint of each element, and the foundation reactions are also 
obtained. The procedure is repeated for different cases of liquid 
depths. The analysis is also carried out for an empty elevated tank, 
with weight equal to the weight of the liquid-filled tank to simulate 
the no-sloshing case. The four different cases considered in the 
analysis of the tower are shown in Table 10.2. 
Table 10.2 Cases of Analysis 
Case Water Depth, tl 1;2 Liquid Condition 
7.25 m 0.001 0.05 Include Sloshing 
II 11.00 m 0.001 0.05 Include Sloshing 
III 11.00 m 0.05 0.05 Include Sloshing 
IV 11.00 m 0.05 0.05 Sloshing Suppressed 
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10.4 Results and Discussion 
The predicted free vibration frequencies, as shown in Table 10.3, 
decreased significantly as the water depth is increased. This is due 
to the effect of increasing the mass near the top of the structure 
as the water depth is increased. It is also noted that the case 
including sloshing (III) gives higher frequencies than the no-sloshing 
case (IV); this may be due to the considerably larger 'impulsive' mass 
(referred to in 3.7 as the liquid mass which moves in unison with the 
structure) in the latter. 
Displacement plots, Figs. 10.4 a,b.c and d, sho~1 that the maximum 
radial displacements for all the four cases occur at time t '" 3.4 s. 
The differences between the responses for the cases considered are small 
as the supporting structure is relatively stiff. The displacement 
responses obtained for Case II (f;1 = 0.001, f;2 = 0.05) are larger than 
those for Case III (f;1 = 0.05, f;2 = 0.05) due to the larger first mode 
damping in the latter. This suggests that larger dynamic response of 
the water tank can result from possible influence on the first mode 
motion by the sloshing of liquid, which introduces smaller damping 
ratios. 
The maximum values of the foundation are also obtained at t := 
3.4 s and shown in Table 10.4. From Table 10.4, the results show that 
for most instances, Case III (sloshing included) gives larger responses 
than for Case IV (sloshing not included) at the tank wall, and smaller 
responses at the supporting structure, indicating a possible 
amplification of the stress response in the tank region caused by 
liquid sloshing. 
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suggesting that the larger liquid volume does not necessarily cause 
greater response to ground excitation. 
The stresses obtained at the tank wall are at their maximum at 
time t = 12.1 s. Table 10.5 presents the stress resultants at the 
midpoints of Elements 15 and 17 at t = 12.1 5 for the cases considered. 
The results show that the base of the tower has the largest force 
resultants at any instant. As far as the tank wall is concerned, the 
bottom of the storage tank. is the most stressed region. The total 
axial moment at the midpoints of Elements 17 (near tank bottom) and 
and 35 (tower base) can be computed by multiplying Ms (axial moment 
per unit length) at e = 00. by '!JR. These can be checked with the 
critical buckling moment expression used by Ref. 35. 
where 
and 
M • EI { 0.6 t/R - lO-'R/t} 
cr 1 + 0.004 E/fy 
Young's modulus, 
section modulus, 
t :: cylinder thickness, 
cylinder radius, 
fy = structural yield stress. 
(10.1) 
The check. indicated significant conservatism in the structure for the 
present level of seismic resistance sought. 
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Table 10.3 Comparison of Frequencies (Hz) of the Water Tower 
Mode 
Case 
0.503 2.99 14.05 20.97 26.30 27.34 30.91 31.88 
II 0.440 2.99 14.03 19.B2 22.83 27.24 2B.93 30.93 
III 0.372 2.92 14.03 IB.61 22.15 26.04 27.30 30.93 
IV 0.301 2.04 13.44 15.B3 IB.45 19.61 21.50 25.25 
Table 10.4 i~U~~~tl~nf:~a~t!O~~: :~dtR!d~~~ ~~SPlacements at Nodes 
Case Axial Force Tang. Force Rad. Force Axial Moment Node w 
kN/m kN/m kN/m kNm/m mm 
89.1 6.4 20.B -9.7 15 -7.44 17 -7.24 
II 84.9 6.2 19.B -9.2 15 -7.05 17 -6.88 
III BO.7 5.9 IB.9 -B.B 15 -6.6B 17 -6.53 
IV 76.6 5.B 17.B -B.3 15 -6.33 17 -6.20 
Table 10.5 Tank Stresses at Midpoints of Elements 15 and 17 for a :z 00 • 
att-lZ.ls 
Case Element Ns Ne Ms Me 
kN/m kN/m kNm/m kNm/m 
15 5.7 -2.3 0.26 O.OB 
17 12.6 -40.3 -1.05 -0.35 
II 15 5.7 2.7 0.34 0.10 17 12.7 -37.6 -0.97 -0.33 
III 15 5.5 2.6 0.32 0.10 17 12.1 -36.0 -0.93 -0.33 
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION 
11.1 Conclusions 
The following conclusions are drawn from this study 
1) Free vibration frequencies of the elevated water tank. decrease 
as the water depth is increased. 
if) Elevated water tank frequencies are higher when sloshing is 
pennitted. 
iii) The liquid sloshing effect tends to cause relatively larger 
stresses at the tank wall and smaller values at the supporting 
structure. 
iv) When partially filled with water. the first mode damping ratio 
of the elevated tank system may be dominated by the damping 
ratio of the liquid motion. This causes a considerable 
reduction in the system damping ratio, consequently ampl Hying 
the response of the structure to ground excitation. 
11.2 Discussion 
Although the theory used in this method is rigorous, the 
procedure is straightforward for seismic response analysis of 
axisymmetric liquid storage structures. However, the discretisation 
of the structure into elements requires judgment. particularly where 
there are high gradients in the profile. For partially filled 
elevated tanks, it may be desirable to use a larger number of mode 
shapes. The operating conditions of the tank (e.g. constant head 
supply or partially full conditions), and the level of seismic 
so 
resi stance sought are necessary pre-ana 1Y51 5 specHi cati ons. 
The effect of the tilting action of the tank base has to be 
considered for thin-walled tanks (e.g. steel tanks) for high seismicity. 
This can partly be done by generalising the fomulation to include 
higher circumferential hannonics in the simulation of load excitation. 
The work can be extended to include the conical shape of the tank 
bottom. Nonlinear effects of liquid sloshing can also be considered. 
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Thi s computer program is a modifi ed versi on of the program or; g; na 11y deve loped by 
DuVa 11. and 1 a ter ex tended by G1 ace 1. The program cons i 5 ts of the dynami c ana 1ys; s 
of an axisyrrrnetric offshore tower carrying a deck. mass, sUbjected to digitised 
wave spectral input. The available options are: 
1) Dynamic analysis wi thout vibration absorber 
2} Dynamic analysis with a tuned mass damper 
3) Dynamic analysis with a liquid vibration absorber 
.**---_.-._*----------*-*----*-*---*-------**---*-----********************************** 
IMI-'Ll(..ll I-H:AL*fJ ( J\-H.Ll-ll 
DOUUU':' PHL.:CI~ I ON MASS.LENI.,iHl 
COMPLEX A.lJ 
UIMENS I UN rU 'lllLl~ (201. Fr.;EO (1001. r.1A:;~'(20,)I, $T IF F ( ZOO ).A( 2(HJ ). 
"I:H~O J, D I SC 50) . VI:.L( ~O ), ACC( 5(' I,h( 5(1). ~(~(I , .H(!.Jl') I. PHA~L( ~O I,01500 I . 
*P( 50 I 
D l t"CN~ IU N [L(Z ) 
DATA I R.JW/5.6/ 
CALL INPUT ttl-{ dllioTOWERoNELEM.J\FFlEC • 
• HC I GHT o lU 0 HEtJ 0 RET. R 18. R IT. DEPTH . E, RO . OMA 55 . D I NEf~ .FREa . 
*H, PHASC , 0 T. T I ME, J\H I GO ,KQ, KU . 1001. ALPHA, /:lE T AV, UE l At-. OK. OM, UE TA O . KN"". 
*TM . TMU , EL . ET . TH I CK .I~AU I 
CALL ASMUL {NcLE,v.N(O.Mt:W . 
* HE.: [GHT . !~LU . HEl , I. IU . RI T . l:: o!~ O.l)MAS~ . 0 1 NEH.,;, ri FT . MA~~ . I<..U, 
*hlH 1l.> 0 . 11< . I \III . DEP Th.K O . OM . OK . KM.LCNGIH .UA,UU.l "1. TM U.t.::L . e 1. 1ft ILK ,HAOI 
NFI;:EQ= - I\F!lEC 
LALL TF (I 'N. TUwER . NfL!:M • HE.: I GHl • lO . Rt:.T , RLtJ.DEPIII. 
*NEU . MlJW.S r I f-F. MASS. A, U . FREO. KO. NRI GO • H . HET AV . UC l All . ALI-'HA, 
*KD. LCNGI-i r. Ufo , OU .h IT.5 . dEl AD .UK .OM. J\FFlEC, KNIIo) 
STuP 
SUfHWU ll NE II~PUT (I R , I W, TUW EI~, N[L[M . NHiEu. 
*HE I c...IlT ,i ll , r;:cu ,Ht:T.H I U , H 11. Dep l H , E , ItU , O""S~ , lJll~Lf..I . FIKu . 
*H, J.>HASE. oT. 1 IME. J\R I GO, '" G, KC. KI<'. ALPHA , I:H: r AV. UE l AI-- , UK , eM , 131::. TAU ,KNIoI, 
* r M , rM(J . LL , E r 0 r Hl LK . RI 
I MJ.>L I<..lT IH:AL*O (A- H.O - Z) 
LUMMQN/H I"/IILL. H I L 
OP4ENS I UN [LU) 
0 1 MENS tUN TU · ... EI' (2" ) , FfH.Q ll ). HI I ) .PHASE (I) 
R E AD ( I R . I I TJW Ef~ . N[LEM . f\FREO. NKI GO ,K Q , Kt), KM. KNW 
\O/Hl l l::. ( 1..".2)TUWEI:;.NI::.LE~,f\f-IH:Q 
I F( KO.Nt:..O) ",I-ll 11:: (, .... . 50 ) 
50 FllRMAT(///5x. ' EAlHHQUAKi;: Q).JTIUN IN eFFECT ') 
IFIKU . G 1. 0 ) ''' -1I11: (I ..... 5 11 
IF! KD .L1. " ' .... HI I C( l'I •• 5~ ) 
51 rOR I-4AT(//5X, ' CAMPER OJ.>TIUI\ IN l:FI"'EC1 " 
52 FURMAT(//5X,' LIQUIU SLU5 tHN G ()AMP[f.I It~ I:FFl:<..:T ,) 
C 11/1 HI:."O OVER,\LL UIMEN~IONS 
m:.AD ( l R . 3 ) H':l GHT , lO.I~Eu,RE r. PIU .I~ IT , DePTH 
... ,~ I r EI 1\01.41 HC I GH T. lO. ncu ,R E l , R I R,R IT, OEI~ lit 
C 1111 READ MA T eR IAL PI~GP[HTIES 
I~EAOIIIl: • .J) c . !~a 
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VlRI TE( IW.5IE.RC 
lot READ ALPHA.BETAV,BETAH FOR DAMPING. IF NO DAMPING ReAD IN ZERO VAL 
READ (IR.31 ALPHAd3ETAV , BETAH 
wRITE{ IW.21IALPHA.t:lETAV~ElETAH 
II/I READ OECK LOAD 
READ (IR • .3 ) DMASS . DINEI'< 
..... RITE(IW . 6 1 DMASS , DINEr; 
IF{KD.EO.OIGO TO 22 
IF(KD.LT.OIGO T O 23 
READ ( I R. 4 1 'OM. OMEGA . BET AD 
DK=OMEGA **2 * OM 
WRI TEe IW.421 DK . DM.OMEGA , I3ETAO 
41 FORMAT ( 3FB . 4) 
~2 FORMAT(4X . ' DAMP1NG PARAMETERS ' /ZX . 'SPRING CUNSTANT-=' . Ft O . 4/2X. 
* ' DAMPER MASS = ' . F8 . 4 /2X. 'DAMPER FF<EOUEN(Y(RAO/SECI = ' .FB.4/ 
-':2X . ' PER('ENT CRITICAL DAMPING =' , F8.4) 
GO TO 22 
23 CONTINUE 
READ e IR.3)R. HL , RGL . El , BET AD , THICK 
IMRI TE( I W,1 000) R.HL . ROl . ET . THICK 
1000 FORMAT ( 2X . 5E20 . 8) 
CALL SLOSH( R . HL . ROl . 9 . 81UO • TM. TMO . OM 
OK= OMEGA**2 *DM 
,EL,OMEGA , 
WRITE ( IW,31) )fM0 9 DM,DK,HOL , HIL 90MEGA 9 BETAD 
30 FORMAT{4X , ' DAMPING PARAMETEf<S'/2X ,' IMPULSIVE MASS c;= ', FtC ~ 4/<::X, 
* ' CONVEC TI VE MASS'" '.F8.4/2X,' EQUIVALENT ~PRING CONSTANT = " 
*FI1 .4/ 2X ,' HO = '. FICl . 4/2X ,' HI = '" FIO . 41'2X .' DAMPER FREQUENCY(RAO 
*I'SECI =- '. FIO .41' 2X .' PERCENT CRiTICAL DAMPING =- '. FI O . 4) 
~2 CUNTINUE 
liN READ FREQUENCIES 
IF (NFREO .. GE . O ) GO TO 10 
READ FREQUENCIES FOR STATIC RESPONSE IN FREQUENCY DOMAIN 
N = -NFREQ 
READ (lR.3)(FREOU)9H(I).I=l,N) 
WRf TE{ IW,7J ( FREO ( I) , H( I), {=I,N) 
RETURN 
_/I READ T I ME AND TIME INT ERVAL PLUS CONDENSED SP£CTRUM PA RAMETER 5 
11/1 FOR DYNAM I CANAL VSI S 
10 IF(NFREQ.LE.O)GO TO 12 
REAO (I R , 3iD T. TIME 
WRITE( I w.a I DT,TIME 
DO II T=l,NFREQ 
11 READ (IR.3IFREQ( I J . H( 11 , PHASE{ 1) 
"RI TE( I W. 91 (FREQ (I) , H( 1 } , PHASE( I ) .1 :::1 , NFREO) 
12 RETURN 
FORMAT { 20A4 ,/, 714) 
FORMAT( 'I' ,I' , 5X . 20A4 .I' / , 
* 5X , 15. ' ELEMENTS' ,I'. 5X ,I 5 .' FREQUENC I ES' .1' ) 
FORMAT (SFll') . 2 1 
FORMA T (// /5X. • *OVERALL D 1 /'IENSI UNS. ' ,II' 
*SX , 'T OWER HEIGHT • , F8 . 2 . ' M,' / 
*5X . ' CAISSON HEIGHT '. F8 . 2 ,' M.' / / 
*5X . ' EXTERNAL RADIUS AT THE BOTTOM • ,F7.2. ' M. 'I' 
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*5X . • EXTERNAL RADiuS AT THE TOP • • F7 . ~ . • M . '/ 
4'5X . • 1 NTERNAL RADI US AT HIE u(JT T Q."1 •• F7 . 2 . . ~ . 0/ 
*5)( • • 1 NTEf./NAL RAD I U5 AT THE r op '. F7 . 2 . • M. '/ 
*<,))( , • DEPTH OF .. "TER • • FB. 2. ' M •• / I 
FORIoIAT (/// 5X . ·. MATER IAL PfWPEPTIES* '// 
*5)( , ' E =', E l ?3/SX ,' RQ = ', ElC • .3 II 
FORMAT (/// 5X . ' OECK ~ASS '. E 12 .4 / 
" 5X . ' OECK INEHTIA', E 1 2 .4 I) 
FOR,"AT (//I ~X .·CG"'DEr-.Sl:D SPEC T RUM PA~A;"ETEHS . ' /1/o3X.· FR£::O ' , 8X , 
• • ... "VE HEIGHT'/1(3X.2F15.4) I 
FORMATtl/1'5X . 0. TII<IE INT EfNAL AND TUTAL TI"t; • '// 'JX • 
• ' DELTA T = • ,F7 • .J/SX. 'Tl/<ol e = ' • F7.31 J 
FORMAT ( 1/15X • •• C.ONDENSED SPECTRu",. PAWAMETER;:' .'/11.3)( • 
• 'F Rf:O ' • 8X • • ... AVE HEIGHT' • 3X • ' PHA,jE ANGLt: ' //(.3X, .... F15 . 4 1' 
F-l,JkMAT(///SX •• " OAMP INC. C(JEFf-rCIENTS . '//5)( . ' ALPHA= ', E l ') . 3/5X , 
. ' I:iETI\V = '. E I O . 3 /SX.'BETAH= " E I O . 3/ 1 
eND 
SUBROUT IN E SLOSH ( R .HL.R OL. c.; .T M.T toIO .T ML. 
I MPL I C IT kEAL*8 (A-H.O- l ) 
COMMON/HT /HOL. HI L 




F l =DCOSH ( 1. 7.J2*A) 
F2-=DS I NH( 1 .7.J2 *A) 
F3=uC.USH( 1. 837*6 1 
F4=DS I NH( 1 • €3 7*U) 
EL . OMEGA I 
T MO=HV ( 1.73~*A I*DS I NH ( 1.7.JZ*AI/OCDSH( 1.732*A ) 
TM 1=0 . 2 1*TM* I. 8.37*A*F4/F3 
HOL=(' • .J7S*HL*( 1. 0 .1. 33*( 1. 7.JZ*A.F 1 /F 2-1 . 0 ) I 
H I L=HL.( 1 . O-(F 3-1 . 5.J4 )/ (1. 837.B.F4 ) 1 
OMEGA= ( G/R ) .1.83 7*F4/F 3 
O"lEGA=OSOR T ( OMEGA 1 
IF(HIL.LE.HCLIGO TO 1 
EL { 1 )= HOL 
EL ( 2 1-=HIL-HGL 
GO TO 3 
IF(HIL. EO .H GL ) GO TO 2 
EL ( 11 =H IL 
EL ( 2 )= HOL-HIL 
GO T O :3 
EL (ll=HOL 




SUBR(JUT- INE ASMBL ( NELEIoI . NEa, 140 ... . 
• t-EIGHT . ".EB, RET . R I B . R IT. E . RD . aMASS . DINER . !> Tl rF . MAS~ . KO . 
*Nk I GO . 1 R . I'll'. DEPT .... KI,) . <)M . OK . KM .L ENGHT . OA . Od . T M. TML. EL . L T. TH I Cf( . R 1 
I MPL I CIT REA L* 8(A -H. O-lJ 
ODUULE PkE(,. I ~ I Ot. MASS .L ENGh T, IoIG 
COMr-4l;N/HT /HGL. HI L 
OllrolENS I ON S TIFF( 2M' ,.MASS( 2"" } .A( 1 5) tA MAS( 1 ~ .1 9 1 . 5TIF ( 19.191 
DIM ENSION E L( 2 ) 
I*' lNITALIlE 
NEO.: 2*(hELE;-4 .. II 
IF ( KQ . "'E . O ) NEQ=",eO t- z 
IF ( KD . NE . O ) NEO=t..eO f-l 
IF ( KD . L T. 0 J NEQ=NEQ+ 4 
L l M=NEO.MSIII 
DO 10 I = l.LI M 
S TI FF ( 1)=0 . 0 
1 :) MASS (l) = 0 . (1 
U COMPUTE EL EMEN T p,iAHHCE5 AND ASSEMBLE 
ON=NE L EM 
LENGHT = HE I Gt-! T /DN 
DA= ( RE T-REB ) /DN 
DB= ( RIT - R I B . /DN 
Al = REB 
8 1 =R I B 
E!>4AS5=DMAS5 
I F ( KD . GT. O J EMASSo=EMASS .. OM 
I F ( KO . L T. O I EI'<IA SS=EMASS +TM 
00 1 £ N= t. NEL EM 
A~ = A I ... LlA 
fj2 :::: El l .. DB 
CAL L 'iUBK ( E . A l. Bl, A2 . B2 . LENGt1T. A ) 
CAL L ADD ( NE>J . S TI FF . N , A ) 
CA L L SUBM ( f<O . A l. B l. A2 . B2 .LENGH T. EMA::'S . A ) 
CALL ADO ( NE,J , MAS5 ,t .. . A ) 
A I = A2 
8 1 = 82 
A l P:R +T H I CK 
B ll =R 
K=O 
Nl =NEL EM +l 
N2=NEL EM +- 2 
00 20 1 N=N l, N2 
K=K +l 
0 1 5 =EL( K I 
CALL SUBK CE T. All. B ll. A ll. B II. D I S . A I 
20 1 CAL L AOO H iEO . 5 T IFF . N . A I 
IIIf ADD Dec.K MASS 
1=2 *' NEL Ero1 
MASS CIHI = "'A5S (I+l) + O"'A5S 
"'A55 (1+ 2 ) =o!A5S ( I + Z J + O I NER 
I F ( KD . <>E . I; ) <>O T O 1 
I F ( H IL . <.E . HLL J "'ASS (,+ ,3 ) =TMO 
I F ( H IL .LT .HGL J MASS ( '+ 5 ) :::; T I4Q 
CON T 1 NUE 
A l = REO 
"' 
~ R 1 8 
00 1 4 14::;;; 1. NEL EM 
A2 A l + v A 
62 ~ 6 1 + 06 
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'-ALL S..Ji:JKG ( ~U . REI:I . H lb . A I, [; 1. A2 . 82, L EN('H T, e.,~AS$ , M . A I 
CAL L ADO e NEO . ST I FF . M. A I 
Al -= A2 
14 & 1 .=. U2 
I F ( KO . Eo . '» GO TO 4(' 
IF ( KO .. GT .. 0 1GD TO 36 
U MOD I FY MA T R I CES FOR MASS DA~~Ek 
IF ( H I L .LT. HCLI GO TO 39 
GO T O 38 
CUN T I NUE 
I -=NEO - 4 
J=NEO 
K-=S ..... EO - 4 
GO T O 4 1 
;8 CON T I NUE 
I =NEQ - 2 
J =NEO 
K-=3 .. NEO - 2 
~1 CON TI NUE 
5 T 1 FF ( I I -= S T 1 FF ( I I .. OK 
STI FF ( ,JJ =DK 
5 T ItcF ( K J= - D K 
MASS e J l= OM 
10 CDNTI NUE 
I F ( K.'4 . EO . O I GU I e. 43 
PR I N T OU l '4 ASS AND ~T I FFNESS MATR I CES 
wR I l E e 1 '11' , 29 ) 
~9 FORMAT (//l ') X.' ~"5S MA TR I CES ' / /l 
DO 100 [ = 1. NEO 
00 7 5 J = I. NEO 
7S ""'''5 (I,J) =,) . 0 
1 00 CON T INUE 
DO 1 '''11 I = 1. NEO 
K= 1"4 
DO 7 6 J == I. K 
IJ = (.)-II * NEO .. I 
76 A'"'' 5 ( I . ,J)= MAS5 ( I Jl 
1 0 1 CON T I NUE 
DO 1 ')2 1= I, NEO 
K= I +1 
L= 1+4 
DO 7 7 J -=K ,L 
77 A'>IIt.S ( J ,I) =AMAS ( I . J ) 
1 02 CON TI NUE 
00 30 J=l. NEO 
IoR I TE ( I w . 27 ) ( AMAS ( I .J I. J = 1 . NED I 
.:.t l FORIotA TC/I X ,I SE8 .1 I 
30 CaNT I NUE 
",R IT E (I 'IrI , 32 1 
32 FORM" T(//l I')X . ' STIFFNESS MA TI-I. I X ' // ) 
Du I OJ l = l. NEQ 
00 76 J = I. NEO 
7e STIF (l,J)='J . 1) 
1 0.1 CON TI NUE 
00 1(,4 l = l. NI::;O 
K= I + 4 
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DO 79 J= I. K 
IJ= (J-I} *NEO +-I 
S T IF ( I ~Jl =S Tl FF ( IJ} 
CON TI NUE 
DO 1 05 1=I, NEO 
K= I +1 
L = r + 4 
DO 81') J =K .L 
STI F (J,I' =S TI F CI • . J) 
CON T I NUE 
1)0 28 { = l. NEa 
WR I T E ( I W, 2 7 J ( 5 1 I F ( I.J' . J= 1 . NEa l 
FORM AT(/lI E I O . ::3) 
CONTI NUE 
~3 RE TU RN 
END 
SUBROU TI NE Sl)S K ( E .Al. !3 1. AZ . 1:32 . LENGI-IT . S l IFf J 
I MP LI C I T REA L *S CA- H . O- l ) 
DOUBLE PREC I S I ON MASS .L ENGHT 
O I MENS I CN A ( S J . W( S ) , F ( 4 J. 5 TI FF CI 5 J 
OA T A A . W/ O . ODe ,-0. 538469DO , 0 . 538 4 6900 . - 0 • .,.06 1800C , r: . 9"'618000 
*0 . 56888900 . 2*0 .4 78629DO . Z*" . 236927 00 / 
DO 1 1 = 1,1 5 
5 1 I FF ( I )=0 . 
DO 2 N= 1. 5 
X=A ( N ) 
X=I) . 5 '" (X+-I. t) ) 
F( 1 ) = 1 2 . 0 * X- 6 . 0 
F{3 I = - F (l) 
F e Z )= (-4 . 0 ... 6 . 0*X ) '" LENGH T 
F ( 4 ) = (- 2 . 0 +- 6 . 0 * X ) * LENGHl 
AA:; Al * (I. Q - X I +- A2*X 
B "" 8 1*(1. 0 - X l +- B2*X 
c; = O.785398 1 * ( A A **4 - B** 4)/LENGHT**3 / 2 . 0*'II' ( N ) *E 
IJ =O 
DO 2 J ·= 1.4 
DO 2 1= I . J 
I J = I J+ 1 
ST[ FF (IJ1 =ST[F F (LJ) + C*F (I) *F (J) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROU T I NE ADD ( NEQ . A . N . B I 
I MPLI C IT RE AL*8 ( A - H . O- Z ) 
D I MENS I ON A (lI. B (lJ 
NN = 2*(t"-11 
KL =f) 
DO I f) J = 1. 5 
DO 10 1=1 .J 
! I = J-I 
I J .=NEO* Il + + I 
KL=KL +l 
A{IJJ =A (lJ) + U ( KL ) 
RE T URN 
END 
5UBROUT [ NE SUBM ( RO . A I, l:l I, A2 , B2 . LENGH T. EMA.3S , MASs l 
IMPL I C I T RE AL *8 { A - H . U -Z I 
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DUUBLE PREC.IS I Of\; MASS . LENGt-T 
D 1 MENS [ ON A ( 5 ) . W( 5 1 . F ( 4 I. MASS ( 1 5 ) 
OA T A A . W/ o . 000 . - 0 . 53846 9DO . 0 . 538469DO . - 0 . ,;06 1 80DO . O. 906 1 BODO 
*0 . 56888900 . 2*C • 47 862900 , 2* 0 0 2 369 2700 / 
DO 1 1;:0 1.1 5 
MASS ( 1) =(\ . f) 
00 2 N= 1. 5 
X=- A( N ) 
X=O o 5* {Xf-l. 0 ) 
F ( 3 )=o X * X*( 3 . 0 - 2 . 0*X j 
F {l)= io ri - F CH 
F ( 4 1 = X * X * L ENGHT * ( X-I. O ) 
F ( 2 J = X * LENGHT * (lo t: - 2 . 0*X + X*X J 
AA =- A l * (10 0 - X ) f- A2 * X 
8 -= B 1 * (1. 0 - X I +- 82 * X 
Co::=3 ol 4 1 59265 * (A A * AA - 8*8 ) * RO * LENGH T /2 . 0 '" WI N ) 
EMASS= EMA55 +- <. 
IJ ·=O 
DO 2 J = I.4 
DO 2 I :=; I.J 
MASS (IJJ =MASS ( IJI +- C * F ( IJ * F (J) 
RE T URN 
END 
SUB ROU T I NE SU8KG ( RO . REB . R I B . A I. B 1. A2 • B2 , LENGHT . E!~ASS . M . ST l FG ) 
I MPLIC IT REAL *8 ( A - H . O- Z ) 
DOUBL E PREC I S I ON MASS . LENGhT 
D I MENS I ON A ( 5 j . W( 5 ) , F ( 4 ). S TI FG (l 5 ) 
OAT A A . W/O 0 000 . - (\ . 53846<;00 . c . 538 4 6900 . - 0 • .J0618000 . O. 906 1 8000 
H" . 56888900 . 2*0 .47862900 . 2*0 . 23692700/ 
DM=M-l 
DO 1 1 :=; 1.1 5 
ST I FG { I ) =0 . 
002N= 1. 5 
X=A ( N l 
X=0 . 5 * (X+I. C ) 
F ( 11 =X*6 . 0* ( X-I. O J 
F ( 2 ) = ! 1. 0 - 4 . 0*X +- 3 . 0*X*X I * LENGH i 
F(3 ) o:o - F ( 1) 
F ( 4 J =(3 . C*X - 2 . 0 ) * LEJ\GH T *X 
A3 = ( A2 - A 1) * X + A l 
83 ::: ( B2- B 1) * X f- B 1 
QMAS5:=;RO * 3 .141 59265 * (OM +- X l * LENGHT/3 . 0 * « REB*RE6 
* +- A3 * REB +- A 3 * A3) - ( R I B*RIB + B3*RIB +- B3*B3 )) 
P=9 . Bl* { EMA55 - aMASS) / LENGHT*W ( N I / 2 . 0 
IJ =C 
DO 2 J'=' 1.4 
DO 2 r = l.J 
IJ = I J+l 
ST1FG (lJ)= S TI FG ( lJ) +- P*F ( l)* F (J) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROuT I NE TF ( I ", . TOWER . NEL EM . HE I GHT . ZO . RET . REB . DEP T H. 
*NEa . M8 .... ' . S TI FF . MASS . A . B . FREQ . Ka . NR I GD . H . BET AV . oET AH . ALPHA . 
*KD . LENGHT . D A . 08 . R I T. S . BET AD . OK . OM . NFREQ . KNI>< I 
I \1PL I CI T REAL*8 ( A-H . O-Z ) 
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DOUBLE PRECISION MASS.LENGHT 
COMPLEX*16 A,tl.C.G,F,T.R,Q 
DUJlENS ION TOWER (20 J .ST [FF( I) • MASS ( 1) • A (l ) • t3 (15). P (4 J .5 {l I, US ( 15) • 
*VS(15).HS{ 15).SS(S).F REO(1 ).H(l) 
J=NELEf~+l 
DO 100 1=I.J 
US ( I )= (') . 
VS( I }=Q. 




[;0 99 L=l.NFREQ 
W=6.28318531 * Ff'<EO(L) 
(III FORM COEFFIClENT MATRI X 
D=',o/*bETAV + 2.0*BETAH 
G,=DCMPLX{l . OOO .OJ 
F=DCMPLX( -'112. W*ALPHA) 
DO 1 l=l.LIM 
AU )=G*STIFF(I) + F*MASS( I) 
IF(KD . EO . O}GO TO 15 
CO=W*2 . O*BETAO*OSQR T( OK J*OSQRT (OM) 
T=D(.MPLX (0. 000. CO-D*DK I 
R=DCMPLX(O . 000 .-C D+D*DK) 
X=D*DK +W*ALPHA *DM 
Q=DCMPLX( 0 .. 000 . CD-X I 
A( NEO-2 J=A( NEQ-2 J +T 
A( NEQ) =A{ NEQ) +0 
A( 3*NEQ-Z 1-= A (3 *N EQ-2) +R 
15 CONTINUE 
FORM LOAD VECTOR 
DO 2 I=I.NEQ 
B( I ),= 0 . 
ON=NELEM 
LENGHT=HE IGHT /ON 
DA=(RET-REB)/ON 
Al=REB 
DO 4 N=l yNELEM 
A2=AI+DA 
CALL SUclP(N .AI .AZ . LENGHT.lO.DEPTH . W2 .pI 
J=Z.(N-l) 





illI IMPOSE DISPLACEMENT 80Ut-DARY CONDITIONS 
IF(NRIGO.EQ.O)GO TO 9 
DO 5 I-=l.LIM.NEQ 
A( I I=Q. o 
94 
A ( I+IJ =O . 
8 ( 1) =0 . 0 
8 ( 2 ) =O . f' 
SOLVE S Y S T EM OF EQU ATI O"'S 
CAL L SOL V E ( 0 . 1 \IIi . NEQ , MBw ,1. A . B .LI M. NELEM . RE T, Rl T.. LENGH T . OA . DB . 5 I 
PR I N T UU T S TEAD Y- S T A T E RESPONSE 
GO TO 10 3 
I F { KNW . NE . O JGO T G 103 
REQ = FREQ (LJ 
II.IR ITE ( I W. 6 1 TOWER , REQ 
l CON T I NUE 
1 2=NEQ 
I F { K D. EQ . O I GO T O 10 
HA C C ::o- ( CD A BS { 1:3 (1 2 )) *W2 ) 
Y =CDABS ( B ( 1 2 1 - 8 (1 2 - 2 ) I 
USD=USD + Y * * 2 
HSD -= HSD + HACC**2 
GO T O 1 0 1 
I F { KNW . NE . O }GO T O 1 0 1 
WR IT E (lW,ll}Y.HACC 
FORMAT(l 3 X. E I 5 . 5 . 2 1 X . E 1. 5 . 5 1 
CON T I N UE 
12= 1 2 -1 
I F ( KD .LT. O ) 12= 1 2 - 4 
CON T I N U E 
NNODE=NELEM+l 
DO 7 I = I. NNODE 
J =NNODE -[+l 
H ACC=-( CD ABS ( 8 (1 2 -1) 1 * W2 ) 
U=CDABS ( B ( 1 2 -1) ) 
V= C DABS ( B ( 1 2 ) I 
US {.J) : US (J) + U* *2 
V$ {JJ = V5 {J) + V* *2 
HS (J)::o HS (JI + HA CC**2 
U=U/ 6 . 6 4 02 
I F ( KNW . NE . O ) GO T O 11)2-
[ F ( 1 . EO .l ) WR I TE ( I W. S ) J. U . V . HACC. 
)2 CONTINUE 
1 2= 1 2 - 2 
95 
FORMA T('.!" / 5X , 2CA4 //5X .' *S T EADY- $ T S T E KESPQNSE A T •• F8 . 3 •• CPS*' 
* // 5X .· NODE ' . 6X . • D I SPL ACEMEN T' .1 OX . ' ROTA T I ON '. l OX . ' Ace ELERAT I ON' 
* 1 ) 
FOkMAT( SX ol4. 3 ( 3X . E 1 5 . S } ) 
I F ( KNW . NE . O ) GO T O 104 
wR IT E ( .I W,1 2 ) REQ 
04 CONT H JUE 
2 FORMAT (/////5X .' *ELEr.1E "'T STRA I NS A T '. F8 • .3 . ' CPS. ' / / 5X . ' ELEMENT '. 
*6X . ' S T R AI N ' / l 
DO 1 .3 I = l. NEL EM 
5S (IJ =S5 (11 + S (IJ **2 
I F ( KNW . NE . O l GO T O 1 05 
WR I TE ( 1 \11 .1 4 1 I • S ( 1) 
4 FORM AT ( 5X .14, 3X . E 1 5 . 5 ) 
05 CON TI NUE 
13 CONTINUE 
CONT INUE 
1111 COMPUTE AND PRINT RESPGI\SE STANDARD DEV,IATIONS 
'IIRI T E ( 1W ,1 07) 
07 FORMAT ('l' /Sx , ' RESPONSE STANOARD DEVIAT1QNS ' //5X ,' NUDE ' ,6X. 
* ' OJ SPLACEMENT ' .I OX . ' POTAT[ ON ' ,l OX • • ACCELERATION ' / I 
IF(KD . EQ . O I GO T O lC8 
USD=DSQR T( USO I 
HSD=DSQRT ( HSD ) 
WR I TE( I W.I 09 I USD . HSD 
09 FORMAT ( SX ,' OAMPER ', 2X . E 1 5 . 5 . 21X , EIS . S I 
08 CONT I NUE 
.J=NELEM +l 
DO 11 0 l = l.J 
US ( I I =DSQRT (U S (1, 
VS < I I =DSQR T( VS (I) 
HS ( 1 ) =D!::>QR T( HS ( II 
10 WRI TE ( tW . 8 ) I , US (I) , VS ( I I, HS( 1) 
WRI T E (l W.lll) 
111 FORMAT ( / / // / 5X ,' S T RAIN STANDARD DEVIATIONS ' //SX , · ELEMEN T S ' .5X . 
* ' STRAIN ' / I 
DO 11 2 l= l, NELEM 
ss e I J =OSQRT ( SS { 1 I I 
12 WRITE (I W.1 4 ) I , SS {!) 
RETURN 
END 
FUNC. TI ON RK ( W2 . G , DEPTH ) 
II<lPLICIT REAL.8 ( A- H , O-l ) 
RK=WZ/G 
IF{W2 . EQ . O . O ) RETURN 
IF ( RK*DEP T H . L T.l Q . O I GO TO 8 
RK= Ie .O / DEPT H 
RET URN 
A2=O . 0 
OK = ( 2 . O-RK ) / 1 0 . 0 
Al =A2 
A2=W2 - RK*G*DS I NH ( 8 I / DCOSH ( B I 
IF ( A2 . EQ . O . 0 ) RE T URN 
RK=RK + DK 
I F ( Al/ A2 . GE . 0 . 0 ) GO TO 1 0 
RK=RK-l. 5*DK 
IF(DK / RK . LT . 1. OE - 4}RETURN 
B=RK*OEPTH 
A3=""2 - RK*G* CS I NI-i ( 8 ) /DCOSH ( 8 ) 
IF ( A3 . EO . 0 . 0 IRETURN 
QK=DK / Z . O 
IF ( A3 / A I . GT . 0 . 1) ) GO T O 1 4 
RK=RK - DK 
A2=A3 
GO TO 1 2 
RK=RK + DK 
Al=A3 
GO TO 1 2 
END 
96 
FUNCTION DCOSH ( A J 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 ( A- H . O- l ) 
Bo;oOEXP ( A ) 
OCOSH=O . S*(B +- l. ~/B ) 
RETURN 
"ND 
FUNC T ION OS I NH ( A ) 
I MPL I C IT REAL*8 { A- H . O- Z) 
B=DEXP (A) 
DSINH=I) . 5*(8-I. O / B J 
RETURN 
END 
SU8ROU T l NE SUBP ( N . A 1. A 2 . LENGHT . ZO o DEPTH . W2 . P 1 
IMPLIC I T REA L *8 ( A- H , O- Z I 
DOUBLE PREC I S I ON MASS .L ENGHT . K 
D I MENS I ON A ( S ). W( S l, P ( 4 ) 
OA TA A , W/ O . 000 . - 0.53846<;00 , 0.53846900 . - 0 . 9061 BODO . C . S.061 8<; DO 
*0 . 56888900 . 2*0 . 4 7 862900 . 2* 0 . 2369270') / 
DATA Cl . RO , G /2 . 0Df) ol. OQO . 9 . B100 / 
K=RK (W2 . G . DEPTH ) 
DO 1 1= 1 .4 
PC I 1=0 . 0 
Zl =lU + LENGHT * DFLOAT ( N - 1 J 
B=K*OE PTH 
C=3 .1 4 1 S926 * C I >I< RO * W2 / OSINH ( B 
DO 2 1= 1. 5 
X=A (I J 
X=O . 5>1< ( X+- l . O , 
RADIUS = A l '" (1. 0 - X J + A2 * X 
Z=ZI + LENGHT '" X 
I F ( Z . GT . DEP T H I RETURN 
F=C* RAD I US **2 '" DCOSH ( B ) '" WCI I / 2 . 0*LENGHT 
H=X*X* { .3 . 0-2 . 0>l<X ) 
P (I) ::P {!) + (l. O-H)*F 
P ( 2 ) =P ( 2 ) +- ex * LENGHT * (1. 0 - 2 . 0*X t- X-*X II * F 
P(3 )=P ( 3 ) +- H*F 
P ( 4 ) '=P { 4 ) +- X* X* L ENGHT* ( X- l . O}*F 
CONT I NUE 
RE T URN 
END 
SUBROUTINE SOLVE { I G . l W . t>.EQ . MdW . NLS . A . B.L 17'<1 . NELEM . RET.R 11 .LENGHT , 
*OA . OI3 . S } 
IMPL I C I T REAL*S(A - H , O- Zj 
DOUBLE PREC I SION MASS . LENGHT 
COMPLEX>I< 1 6 A . S . C . D 
DlMENS I ON ACl ) , B(5 ) 
DIMENSION S{ 1 J 
REDUC T I ON OF A . OR I GI NAL ARRAY IS GESTRG YED 
IF ( IU . EQ . 2 1 GO TO 20 
NRD=NEQ-l 
00 18 1= 1. NRD 
O=A{ lJ 
I F ( COABS ( 0 )4 EQ . O.ODO ) GO T O 1 8 
IJ=l 
DO 1 6 j ,-=2 . MBW 
97 
IJ-= I J+""'EQ 
IF(CDA8SIA( IJJ I .EO. 0 . COI) I GU TO 16 
C=A( IJ )/0 
lK= I J 
JK=I+J-l 
00 14 K=J , '.tBw 
A( JKJ=AIJKI-C*"( JKI 
IK=lK+NEO 
JK=JK+NEQ 
CONT I NUE 
CDNT INUE 
I F (1 0. EO. 1 J RETURI'< 
'. REDUCTION UF d. ORIGINAL ARRAY 15 DESTROYE::D 
NRE=NEO-l 
00 26 I=l.NRE 
D=A( 1) 
IF(CDABS(OI.Eo.o.nOOJGG TU 26 
IJ= I 
00 24 J=2. MBw 
IJ=IJ+r..EO 
IF(LDABS{A(LJ» .eo.o.OOC)GO TO 24 
C=A( IJ I/ O 
II<=i 
.JJ<.= I+-J-l 
DO 22 K=I. NLS 





/III BACKSUclST ITUHON 
l=NEO 
IF (COABS(A(III.Eo.r.OOOIGO TO 34 
IK= I 
DO .:S2 K=I. NL5 
d(IKI=tj(!K)/A( I) 
IK: I K ""' EQ 
i= 1-1 
I F! I.Ea.O)Gu TO 40 
IJ= I 
DO 38 J=2. "48\11 
IJ=IJ+NEO 
IFCCDAeS(A(IJII.eo. O . OOt:l I GO TG 38 
IK= I 
JK= J +-;-1 
DO 36 1<=1. NLS 
E;( IKJ=B(lK) - AIIJ) .. B(JK I 
IK= iK+NEO 
JK= JK+ "'EO 
CONT INuE 
GO TO 30 
1111 SOLVE FOR STRAINS 
I) I=(NELEM + 11*2 
DO .j<j K=I. NELEM 
98 
J=N[LEM - .<. +1 
N=K-l 
U=RET +( Of LOAT (r...) .OA )"( DA/2 . 0 1- RIT -(OFLOAT( r,,'.Ob J - (0&/2. , 
S (J) =C.DAf~S « (U (11-B (I- 2 1)1 . O/(2 . 0.L ENGH T) 
1=1-2 
CONl I NUE 
kETURN 
END 
•••••• 5AMPLE DATA •••••••• 
EE L-JACKET ED QFFSHGRE PLA TFGRM 
-
305M 
. - 3 \ 0 -\ 0 C 
366 . 0 0 . 0 33 .7 5 9 . 0 
3900('1"' . C 1. t:l3 
0 . 0.302 ( . 0043 C . O 1 5 
416t: . c 2432760.') 
1.2674 2 . (d63 1 . 01)2039~OOO . 1) 
J . 03" 0 . 630 O . r. 4 0 2.30'" 
') . 0 7 0 3 . ')00 0 . (81) 2 .400 
') .11 C 1. 30C'J 0 .1 20 O . 9S/) 
0 .1 51) 0 . 3 4 (1 0 .1 6C " . 2';5 
0 .1 90 0 .195 a . zoe I" .1 70 
') . 23C C . Il l) 11 . 24r:' C . "c"S 
a . 27C 0 . 0<;0 Ih2S0 1) . (\95 
1 . 3 1 0 0 . 1'195 0 . J2(' ') . 095 
IN DEPTH 
33 . 6 8 . 9 Jt::5. " 
C . O:...(lO 0 . 03 
O . ,)5') It . C')O :) . 06 r, 
O . ·"!9') 2 . :)00 'J .I 0"" 
0 .1 30 C . 7')': ') .1 40 
0 .170 r . 250 i) .1 8~ 
1') . 210 r .1 50 C . 22" 
o .~50 () . 0yO ') . 26 1' 
C . 290 " . I)<,;1::l o • .j<":() 
0 .33') r . 095 
99 
100 
,**** ***************** ** ** *********** ** *** f ***** ** **** ******************** ****** ***** 
This program is an extension of Program FLUID and FREQftOO of Shaaban and Nash. 
and Balendra and Nash. for the free vibration analysis of ground-supported liquid 
storage tanks. In this work, the application is extended to elevated liquid 
5 torage tanks • 
• * ••• **** ••• *.*.* •• *****.*.*.*.* •• ****.* •• *.*.*.*.*.*.******************************* 
[)lM I.;N.:i [ UN FS ( 5(\(''''l ). 5L ( 25 . 50 ). 5C r( SC' . ?5 1. ADM ( ~r . 5r l 
D IM ENSION NHAHM(( l O ) 
Ol\lA '''MLJ/25/ . NDrSO/~('I/ . L1N[.AH/ '5('')0/ 
CARD I 
NN=NU . UF fLUiO LLE"MEN1~ AL{JN\" l lif:: RAD I US 
"'I~ =NU . lIf r L UYDGELEMEN 1 S AL(JNt.> It-iL GENERA J Un 
7011-0HMAT I ,IS ) 
CARD 2 
RE Al) 7 0 2. DENF .R ..... H 
702 F O nMAT(.3F1 0 .41 
CARD 3 
REA!) 1')02 . NHC 
(;"2 I-URMA T( S I 5 ) 
CM'O ,.. 
I~ E AlJ GO;,! . ( NHIdU/C (I).I = I.N HC ) 
PH I N T 2C," . NN . I.1M 
~ ' NU UF LLEMun:; Jrj THe AXIAL D J I~CC 1I UN-= ' ol S I 
PP J NT 1 1)1' . UENf.r~ ..... H 
1"'" f orH~ ... T {/. 5X .· lIENS I'fv UF FLuro= ' . El"' . 4 ./. 5X .' HAD I U~ uF CYL I N(H':R= ', 
f,r l " . 4 ,/. ~>-. ' HE. I l>hl OF FLU I D= '. C I O.4 ) 
U[Nr=DEf\,F/ 3U4 . 0 
Pl ..... I NU 1 f'\ 
DU bf' IHC=I,NHC 
NHI':=NHARM(.( 111 (.. 1 
IIWi::X= I Cu/'I<C,PUNDS 
I NULX= 1 
kE~=NHR- ( Nltk/L ). 2 
ASV::;VMMCT1({<' DEFO':;"'Il\ lI UN Tl-ll\f 1 5 NHr~= l.J. :" 
I NCCX=2 C()f'f.lL"'POI~l)S 10 SVIH<lCT }.( r c lJE; f-lJkMAT 1 UN T HAT IS r~HIl=r . 2 .4 
IUANI)=Mr~t2 
"'[)F~-=I~M*~ 
I F { I NUEX . La . 1 I NOFF", (t\N I * I~M 
If': (INDI:.X . [U . 2 ) NUFF= (NN +l)*MM 
PH I Nl I I I 1 
11 1 rLJIU~ A r ( II II ) 
l~rJINr 3(''' .I I3IH,C .l-ors .r lDrf-
Jf"lO '- O I~MA T( ~JX ,· IUANU='.IS . ':IX ,· "'UFS= ·.I :.. , ~X .· N!J I F= ·,I ~./J 
XM= r LOA 1 t NHI~ 1 
(..A LL fCL Gl'" (D[NF. j./ . ~. H . XM . NN. 1>''1 . NOr 5 . I UAt'-<l1. "' .... , 1) . NIJFS[) . L I NLAr~ . 
Q FS , SC .INULXl 
00 1'1 1 =1 . "1M 
LJn 10 J=l.NDFS 
1 1'1 SCT (J.l) =SC II.J) 
CALL tJ 1 tN I F5 , ::.c .r-.DFF, I OANU . NUF~ . "''''1 . NOI- SU . '-t,'''D J 
flOw ~V=FS I NV *5(.. 
P!~ 1 NT I 
::;C T • F~ lNV .5<. =ADM 
DO 2" 1 = 1. NOF S 
DO 2C J = l. NOF!:. 
ADM (l.,J} =O . (\ 
DO 2" K= I. MM 
20 AOt.j (J.J) =AOM( I,J)+- SC T { I, K)*SC ( K ,J} 
PR I NT 1 
1 FUR MA T ( 2S ( .2H** )) 
wR IT E ( 1 0 ) NHR 
WR I T E ( t f) ) NOFS 
'MR I TE ( 1 1') ( ( AD:<\( I . J I .J = i , NDFS J .1 = 1 . NOF$ I 
PH I NT 17. NHR 
17 F QRMA T( 30X . ' ADDED MASS MATRIX FGR Clf1:CUMFEREN T I AL II.AVE.= '.I 4 ) 
PR I N T 11.{( A0-.4 (I.J).Jc:::: I. NDFSo l.I c::: I. NDFS ) 
1 1 FORMA T<1 0 ( 2X . E l t'l . 4 JI 
6C CON 1I NUE 
REW I NC 1" 




SLJBRDU TI NE F LGE:N ( DENF . R , .",H . XM . NN . o\I~ . NOFS . J BAND , MMD , NDFSD . L I NEAt.. . 
a FS . SC. .lNOEX I 
DI MENS I ON FS ( L I NEA~ I. 
Dl "'ENS I ON FK { 4 . 4 ).FF ( 2 . 4 J, N( 4 ) 
OX=R / F L OA T ( ~N l 
O y =--.H /F L LIA T ( M"I ) 
A=QX*C . S 
B=Q y *n . 5 
DO 11 1 = I,LI NEAR 
1 0 FS {IJ =(\ . O 
Se ( MMD . NDFSD J 
TRANSFCRMA TI ON FROM A ::;;QUARE MA T Rrx Tu A dAN0ED MATI-nX 
( K .L) = ( K .J) • J=L- K +l 
TRANSFOkMA TI ON FROM A B AND TO A L I NEAR AkRAY 
LFS= ( K-IJ * l fjANO +J 
NN l =NN-l 
MM I =· -4 M-l 
I F ( I NDt:X . Ea . 1 J NNX=NN-l 
I F ( I NDEX . E(.I . 2 ) NNX=NN 
DO l 1ro l= l. NNX 
I F ( I NDex . Ea . 1) XQ:.F L OA T( I) *DX f- A 
1F ( I NDEX, . Ea . 2 1 XO=FL(;AT (1-1 ) *ox • .o\. 
CA L L FSTI F ( A . t3 . XO .F K. XM , oe"'F I 
DO 1000 J = l. MM I 
N ( 11 = ( 1-1 , .MM f-J 
N( 2 ) = I-*MM +J 
N( 3 J=N ( 2 1. 1 
N ( 4) =N ( 1) f-l 
00 55 11 = 1. 4 
K=N (II) 
1PA S T=K* 1 BAND-l BAND 
00 5 1 Jj= I. 4 
IF ( N (JJ) .LT. "dl l l ) GG T O 5 1 
L =N (JJ)-K+l 
LFS-= I PA$Tf- L 
F S (L FS )=F$ (LF S ).FI« II.JJ) 
5 1 CON TI NUE 
55 CON TI NUE 
oJI) CONTINUE 
DO 1')10 l=l.NNX 
IF{lNOEX . Ell. l) Xt;=FLOIIT( IJ*OX+A 
1Ft INDEX . eo . 2) X(J=FLOAT( 1-1 )*OXt-A 
CALL f-STIF(A.B.xa.FK.XM,DEI\FI 
N( I 1=1 U4M 
N I Z)-= ( I +1, *M"I 
006511=1. 2 
K=N (II I 
t PAST=K* I BAf',jD- 1 BAND 
00 6 1 J.1=I,2 
IF(N(J-J) .LT. Ntll) ) GO TO 61 
LFS=iPAST+L 
FStLFS I=FS(Lf'S " 'FK( II,,JJ) 
6 1 CONTINUE 
65 CaNT I NUE 
(1 1 0 CONTL NUE 
IF! i NUEX . EG . 2) GO ro 76 
XO=A 
CA LL FSTIF(A , fJ . ;':O,FK . XM , DENf I 
DO 10;.:(' J::l.,141<41 
Nt 2 1 =.1 
N t 3 ' = ..),1-1 
00 75 11=2.3 
K=N( I I I 
IPAST=ltJANO*K-II3AND 
DO 71 .1.1= 2,3 
IF{N(JJI .LT. N(lr, I GO TO 7 1 
L=N(JJ )-Ktl 
LFS=IPA.STt-L 
FS( LF5 ) =FS( LFS I +FK( t I. JJ) 
71 CO NT [ NUE 
75 CONTINUE 
t:'20 CON T INUE 
J=MM 
{ PAST= J.' BAND-i BAND 
LF S=lPAsrtl 
FS (L F:;, ) =FS( LF5 I tF K (2.2' 
7e 00 4" 1=I.MIo10 
00 4 0 .1= 1. NDFSD 
4 0 SC{I .JI =('\.'l 
CALL FFQRCE ( R , B ,FF) 
00 3000 .)-=I. M"'I 1 
NI=I.)-l) *2 
DO 2t)5 .)J=1. 4 
L=NI +.).) 
SC( .),L)= S(. (.),L)+FF( l,.).)) 
2 r"1 5 SC (.)f-l.L' = SC(.) +l. L '+FF(2 ,')JI 
ICI)C CON TI NUE 
N I=( MM -l)* 2 
S(Io!M , N I+l)= SC ( Io!M.r-.! f-l J +FF (l,l J 
SCI MIo! , N l+ 2 1-=SC ("!M,Nl+2) +FF (1. 2 1 
kE T URN 
CNO 
S<JdROUT I NE I.,HN 1/ ( A . B . NN . NB . NEQ , "'M.NEOO , 104/040 I 
102 
0 1 MEN~ I UN A ll J. 8 1 M~C . NEeD 1. ( 35 ) . D ( 1 ('('(\ ) 
ND=NN - MM 
N=O 
5 N=N t-1 
NL= ( ~-ll ·Nd 
IF ( Afi$ ( A ( NL f-lI'.L T . 1. (,E-I 0 1 A I NL +-ll =l . :> 
IF ( N . LE . "v I e.G TO 1 6 
00 1 5 1 £:1= 1. NEO 
E:I( N e ON . 1 6 1=6 1 NCON , II:U / A I NLf-l1 
6 C{JN T I NUE 
I F I N . to . NN I GC T O 45 
DO 10 K=2 . Nd 
? A( NL + K ) =A { N L"' K ' /A ( t-. Lt-ll 
DO 30 L =2 . Nt3 
I =N + L -! 
I F I NN .LT, II GO T O 31') 
IL= II-ll *NB 
DO 21'1 K=- L. Nfj 
J-=J+l 
!~ AI IL+JJ =A ( I L +JI- C.(L I *A ( NL+ K I 
IF I N . LE . NO I Gc, TO 26 
I (O"'= I- NO 
DO 25 I ll= l. NEu 
!5 d ( ICON . Io l =B ( I CO"" . I B )- C ( L ' .£:1 1 NCON . I d , 
~6 CON T I NUE 
~I) CaN T I NUE 
GO T O 5 
N= NO . OF EGU . 
L = NO . OF UNKNCwN 
K= SEQUEN T I AL N O . OF U,,"KNOWN I N T HE BAND 
NL +K=LFS ••• L I NEAR SEQUENCE 
.500 1 00 I B= I. NEC 
00 7 (; 1 1-= 1 . M'" 
DC 11 +ND I=B ( [I. I B } 
DO 75 1 1= 1. r-.O 
7501(1)=0 . 0 
N=NN 
\'J N=N-l 
NL= ( N-ll *NB 
I F ( N . eo . O J GO TO 6C 
DO 5') K=2 . NB 
L=N 'i- K-l 
IF ( NN . L T. L J G(; TO 50 
O( N ) =0 I N ) - A ( NL + K I *0 I L ) 
50 (.ON 1I NUE 
GO TO 40 
SO CON TlNUE 
00 60 t 1 = 1. /14,>1 
30 I:H I I.l U I= O ( lI" NO ) 
)0 CON T I NUE 
f<ETURN 
END 




DO 11) I =L ,2 
DO l O J=1.4 
10 FF{I . JJ='"I.n 
v""p I *R*B 
FF{l , ll=O .7*V 
FF(1.Z)=BV/5 . 0 
FF{1.3)=C.3*V 
FFC 1.41=-Z.O*eV/15. 0 
FF( 2.2 )-=2. 0*aV /15. 0 
FF(Z.31=O . 7*V 
FF( 2 . 4 )=-8V/5.0 
RETURN 
END 
SUB ROUT INE FST I F (A. B. XO .FK. XM. DENF J 
01 MENSION Al (4.4) • A2( 4 . 4} ,A3(4. 4) ,FK( 4.4 J 
DO 12 1=01.4 
DO 12 J=1.4 
Al ( I • J 1=0 . 
A2( I. J )=C . 
A3{ 1.J )=0 . 
Vl-=XO*l'l/A/6. 
At (1 . 1 ),=2.*Vl 
A1I2.ZJ=2.*Vl 
Al(.3,3J=2 . *Vl 










Al (3,21-=V 1 
Ai( 1.4)=V1 
Al (4.1 J=V 1 
V2=XO*A/8/6. 
AZ(l.l) =(Z . -A/XOI*V2 
A2 {4 , 4 )=(2 .-A/XQ ) *V2 
AZ{ 1.3)=-V2 
AZ(3.1)=-V2 
A2 (2 . 4, =-V2 
A2( 4 . 2)=-V2 
A2 (2. 2) =(Z.+A/XOJ*V2 








A2(3 . 41=V~ 
A2(4,3)=V2 
.j VJ=Ij/A/A/12. 
IFf A . E.O . XO ) XG-=XG+ . ('\('l 
E \.::( (A+XG) *( A+xul*ALOG( (XO+A 1/1 Xu-A) 1-2.*"*(2 • • A .. XU )) *V3 
E2=( (A-XC I .e A- XO J*ALOG( (XO+A I /( XO-A) ) +2.*A*( 2 . *A- XG I , *"3 
E3= « A-XU J " (A" XU I .ALOG( (XO+A I / (XC-A) I +2 •• A.XU J .'11) 
IFf A . EO . xu) XO=XlJ-. OOl 
A3( 1 t1 ) =2. . *E1 
A3 ( 4.4)-=2.*E1 
A,](Z.2J=2.*E;2 
A3( 3 . 31=2 . *E2 
It.]( 1, 2 )= 2 .*E3 
A3{2.1 ' =2 . *E3 
A.:H3 .4) =2 . *E3 
A3 ( 4 . J I =2 .*EJ 
A.]( I .J I =E3 
A313 .1) =E3 
A,3(2 . 4 ) =£3 
It.)( 4 , 2 1 =£.3 
A3 ( 1.4) .:E 1 
A3(4.11=El 
A312 . 3) =E2 
A3(J.2 ) =E2 
DO 1" 1=1,4 
00 10 J=1.4 




COfolM(jN/CONS T /NH. /'I,EL EM~ . N"40DES . NSI ZE . NEQ 




DIMENSION FNUI ( 50 1. FNU2( 5·' J . E l ( 51") I . E2 150 I.G(50 ). T( 50 ). :;.IN!; ( S l). 
SCus INE (51 I, SINM( 50) . COSM ( 50 ) . k l 5':' ) , PH I 501 . PHP ( SC J . ARCL ( ~c J 
01 MEN::> IUN AL 11 671 . CHECK ( B . 8 1, RO( 5 11 . l( 5 11 . CUMCNT( 2,) I. JUNK (20 I 
DIMENSION D( 144.1 45) . CiA ( 920) .I HARM ( 5J 
iNTtGER CL FR . CLCL . CLSM 
OAT A CLFR . CLCL . CLS"'/ ' CLFR ' .' CLCL ". ' CLSM ' / 
CARD 1 
READ 5 . N T. NMOIJE 
5 FORMAT (515) 
CARD 2 
READ 6 . FLU[DH . f.,;HC ,f..HAFd" . LOWES T 
FORMAT I F I O . 4 ,1 5 ,1 5 . IS) 
C,IIF<C .3 
READ S. (IH AI~"4 (IJ.I -=l . NHAR""1 
CARD 4 
READ 7 . NSC 
7 FQRMAT(A4 ) 
R£w I ND NT 
READ ( N T) NCAHDS. JU,...K 
IF(NCARDS.EO.O.Cl GCJ TQ12f) 
00 11 K= l. NCARQS 
lr"l READ(NTI(CGMcr~T(JI.J;:::1.2,») 
PRINT 4("1.(CU .... ENT(J) .J=1. 201 
0 1 FOnMAT(2X.2 C A41 
2" REAl) ( NT l NHP . NELEMS. JU,,"K 
0014") II=l,NELEMS 
R(:AO(NT ) «CHECK( 1.JI .1 ;:::i . 81 .J=1.61 . ( ALI 11,1=1.1(6) 




REAOtNT I {FNUI ( I 1.1 = I. NE L CMS ). ( FNU2(J ). i= I , NELEMS I. (1:1 ( 11.1 =1 .N[:LEIo1 
:5$ 1. (EZI 11.1=1, "ELEMS ). « (,( I 1,1=1. NELE"',5 h IT( I) ,1-=l. NEL£.M$ J 
DO 4)4 l=t,Nr;LEMS 
PRINT 402.FNUt (I I. FNU2.( I). E l (I I. E21 I) , G( II.T{ 1, 
)(\ 2 FOHMAT ( 2F8 . 3 . 3E12 . ::l . E13 ~4J 
1) 4 CON T jNUE 
00160 l-=l,NI:;:LEMS 
I F <1. EG . NELEM::i ) GtI TOIS') 
READ I N T) R(I I. PH(I ), PHP {ll. ARCL( II. S I NE(I ). COSfNE Ili 
GO TOI6:) 
150 READUH ) R (II. PH (I). PHP (II. ARCL (I). SlNE(I I. CD.51NE (I). S I N£(I+ t). 
$ COSINE(I +I} 
16 r"l CONT l NUE 
REAO ( Nl) ( HO(I ).I=I. NNOD(S ).( l (II.I=l. N~OO£;S' 
DO I 71"1 1=I.NELEMS 
COS,",( I l =cCJS ( PH ( I II 
SI~~ ( I .=SIN(PH( I •• 
\7'1 C.ONTlNUE;: 
NS 1 Zt=:::: 1 0 + 26*NELEt-IS 
DU 1 8") IH=l.NHP 
00 17 2 JH=1.NHAFH4 
I F ([H-l. EQ .IHARM {J H ), GO T O 175 
172 CONTINUE 
REAO ( NT I ( GA (1 ).l=I.NSIZE ) 
R!;AD ( N T)( C,A {I) .J=I.NSllE I 
GO TO 1 8/"1 
175 PR I N T 176 • IHAR"'(JH) 
17 6 FURMAT{/.2X.'ClFOCUMFER£"TIAL "'AVE=', IS) 
NH= IHARM( JH) 
CALL A"-SfrltAT{D.NTI 
FOFt'4AT (IX.12{ 1 x.E9.211 
NO=NEQ-4 
CALL E I GEN{O . NC .I'I.MCCE) 
1 8') C.ONT I NUE 
RE TU RN 
END 
SUbROU TINE A:.4SMAT(D,NT) 
CUM""ON/CON~ T /NH. NEL EMS . NNODE::;'. NS I lE . NEO 
COMMON/ADD/FLU I DH . NHC 
OIMEf..j!j LUN O ( 144. 14 5 ). LSX( 9 20 I. OMX{ 'Si2e I 
RE.AO(N T)( SSX (l ).l-=l, NS l lE J 
READ ( N T) ( UIotX ( (j ,1 =1 , NS I lE I 
DO 1 l-=l,NEO 
OU 1 J=l.NEQ 
1 O( I • J I =O.n 
CALL ADOMASS ( 0 . BMX ) 
NEO l=NEO+ 1 
DO b l=i.NEO 
11= 1+1 
DO 6 J-=II,NEal 
6 D{ I .J) =O . O 
M=t) 
DO 2 1=1.8 
00 2 J=I. [ 
M"=M +l 
O{J ,Jt-ll= BSX(M} 
2 CONTI NUE 
L=5 
K=I) 
DO 3 1=9.NEO 
DO 4 J=L.I 
M=M+ I 
D(J.I+l)=I3SX(MJ 
4 caNT I NUE 
K=K+ I 
IF(K.NE.41 GO TO 3 
L=L+4 
"3 CONT INUE 




COMMON/CONS T/NH. NELEMS . NNODES. N51 ZE . NEO 
COMMON/ADD/FLU IOH,NHC 
COMMON/WE/LOliEST 
DIMENSION O(144 .1 451 . ADM(50 . 50) , BMX(<;;201 
IF{FLUIDH.EQ.Q.O) GO TO 60 
REW INO 10 
DO 50 I=I.NHC 
READ(IO ) NHR 
READ( 1 0 I NDFS 
READ (10) { (AD .. < K . J) .J=1 , NDFS) . K=l . NDFS) 
IF(NHR.EO.NHj GO TO 80 
50 CONT INUE 
PRINT 60 . NH 
107 
60 FORMAT ( 2X , 'A DDEO MASS MATRIX FOR CIRCUt-'FERENTIAL WAVE= f.I 5 ,' IS NOT 
80 
$ FOUND ') 
STOP 
00 StO J=I,8 
DO 90 J= 1. I 
D( I.J)=8MX(K) 
K=K+ 1 
90 CONT INUE 
L'''5 
M=O 
DO 100 I=9.NEO 
DO 11 0 J=L. I 
D{ 1. J)=8MX( K) 
11'-' K=K+l 
M=M+l 
IF(I<I.NE.4J GO TO 100 
L"=L+4 
M-=') 
)0 CONT INUE 
IF(FLUIOH.NE. O . O ) GG TO 25 
DO 24 I=l,NEQ 
DO 24 J-=l,1 
24 D{.J.!)-=O( I.J) 
IF{NH.NE.ljRETUPN 
REWIND 11 
\1iRITE(111«O{1 .J) ,J=l.NEGlI.l=l,NEQ) 
REW IND 13 
'fiR! lE( 13) ( (O( I • J I. J"=l • NEQ) .1= 1. NEQ) 
REWIND 13 
RETURN 
DOING THE ADM MATRIX wiTH SHELL MASS MATRIX AUX. 
NWET=LOtJEST +-1 
L=N'IiET 
L l=L+ I 
DO 6 1=1.NDFS.2 
I2=4*L-l 
N=l 






IF( I2.GT.J2) GO TO 11 
12=J2 
J2=TEMP 





IF{ IZl.GT.J21 GO TO 12 
121=...12 
JZ'+TEMP 





1Ft 121.GT .. J21J GG TO 13 
121=J21 
J21 '= TEMP 
13 D'I21.J21 )= D{121.J21)+ADI~(1+1.J+ll 
121 =TEMP 
J21-=TEMPJ 
IF(J.EO.I) GO TO 15 
TEMP= I 2 
TEMPJ=J21 
IF( L2.GT • .J21j GO TO 
I2=J21 
J21=TEMP 








DO 16 l-=t.NEQ 
DO 16 J=I. I 
160(JoIl=D(I.JI 
109 
IF 1 T IS DESIRED TU DETERMINE THE RESPONSE OF THE FLUID SOLID SYSTEM 
DUE TO BASE EXCITATION THEN MATRIX AUX FOR NAR"'l I>1UST BE SAVED IN TAPE 
IF(NHR.NE.l) GO TO 120 
REWIND 11 
WRI TE( 11) «O(! ,<,J) .J=l,NEQ). I=l.NEQ) 
REWIND 11 
REWJND 13 





SUBRUUTINE EIGEN{D . NU.N"".DDEJ 
COMMON/(lC/NBC 
DIMENSiON O(144 .i 45) .Vl(144J.V 2{144) 
S . X( 14C .1(1) .OMEGA( 10) 
INTEGER (.LFR . CLCL. CLSM 
DATA CLFR.CLCL.CLSM/'CLFR' ,'CLCL',·CLSM'/ 
PRE-EIGENVALUE CHOLESKY REDUCTIONS 
INA=l 
NDl=NO+l 
DO 76 MA=l . ND 






7~ IF(MA-MASHJ 77.77.78 
78 GA!:>H=GA$H-D(MASH.MAII*0{MASH.MAS1, 
G I SH=GI SH-O( MA.MASH) *0 (MAS.MASH' 
MASH=MASHt-l 
GO TO 79 
77 IF(MAS-MA) 81,810119 
81 IF(GISH) 118.82.82 
118 GISH=O . 
82 IF(GASH) 83.84 . 84 
83 GASH=O. 
84 DIAG1=SQRT{GASH} 
o IAG2=SQRT (G [SH ) 
.IF(OlAGl.EQ.O.' GO TO 85 
I1g O(MA.MASl)=GftSH/OIAGl 
85 IF(DIAG2.EQ.O.) GO TO 86 
O( MAS . MA )=G ISH/O I AG2 
86 CON T INUE 
76 CONT 1 NUE 
FORM U/UL 
DU B7 MA=l.NO 





IF{MAS-MA5H) 88.89 . 89 
GASH=GASH-O( ""A .MASH) *o( MA5H-l . MASI ) 
GO TO 91 
O(MA.MASI )=GASH/O{MAS,MASI J 
CONTINUE 
MULTIPLICATION TO GET (U*ULE-l*ULTE-!*Uf) 
DO 92 MA= 1 ,NO 
DO 92 MAS=MA . NO 
MASl'=MAS+l 
GASH=O . 
no 93 MASH=MASl.NDl 
GASH=GASH+D( MA . MA SH ) *0 (MAS. MASH) 
CONT INUE 
O(MA , MASll=GASH 
CONTINUE 
MODE=NMODE 
PU 1.0 IN VI FROM 1 TO NO AND ITERATIVE 
au 94 l=I,NO 
VI (I )=1 • 
NUNI T=1 
ALAM2=O. 
DO 95 1=I.NO 
11=1 + 1 
GASH=O. 
DO 96 J= 1 • I 
GA$H=GASH+V I (J)*O(J,ll) 
16 CONTINUE 
IF(l-ND) 97 . 98 , 98 
17 0099J=Il . ND 




35 CONT [NUE 
ALAMd=saRT (ALAM2' 
SlGSQ=O . 
DO l<')l l=I,ND 
GASH=1J2( I) IALAM[:l 
GAS=V 1 (.I )-GASH 
SIGSQ=S I GSO+GAS*GAS 
II 1 ( I J =GA SH 
01 CONTINUE 
ZT:=o la/l O a**1 2 
NUMI Tc;:;NUMI T"l 
IF ( S 1 G sa- Z T ) 10 2 ~ 1(12. 103 
If)':: IF{NVMIT-200) 121.102.102 
102 CONTINUE 
PRJ NT 11 
PRINT l04.NUM[T 
If' 4 FORMAT {. NO OF ITERATIONS='.I3.IJ 
110 
TO MULTIPLY (UE-ll*(U*X) 
i=NO 
L09 GASH-=Vl (I' 
J=ND 
[ ')7 IF(J-I) 1:15.1 05 .106 
106 GASH=GASH-V2(J)*OfJ,1 J 
J=J-l 
GU TO 107 
105 V2( I }=GASH/O( 1. [J 
[=1-1 
IF-{I) lC8ol 08 .t 09 
l OE PRINT 995 . INA 
OMEGA I N CYCLE/SEC 
OMEGA{ INA I =SOR T (I. /ALAMB)/ 2./3,1415927 





~O 0 DO 30e 1-"= 1 • NO.4 
PRINT 111. INODE.V2( I) , VZ( 1+1) .VZ( 1+2) ,V2( 1+3) 
INODE= INODE+1 
300 CONT INUE 
FORMAT (2X.15.5X . E16.8. 5X . E 16 . 8 . 5X .E16. 8. 5X. Elb.8 J 
DO 21"'- l=l.ND 
X(I .I NAI=VZ([J 
211') CONTINUE 
260 PRINT 11I,INQDE.RES.RES,RES.RES 
DO 113 l=l,ND 
00 113 J=I.NO 
Jl=J+ 1 
113 D( l,..Jl)=D( I,JI)-AU\MB*VI (I I*Vl(J) 
INA=INA+i 
MODEo:;MODE-l 
CHANGING TO NEXT MODE 
IF(MODE) 114,114,115 
114 REWIND 14 
IF{NBC.EO. CLCL )NO=ND+4 
IF(NBC.EQ. CLSM)NO=NO+3 
wRITE{ 14)NMODE 
DO lIb K=l.Nr,mOE 
WRITE( 14) K.OMEGA(K) 
DO 116 J=I.NO,4 
WRITE(14) X{J.KI.X(J+l.KI,X(J+2 , K) , X(J+.3.K) 
116 CONT INUE 
REWIND 14 
RETURN 
995 FORMAT (//.1 0X . 'MODE NO.;;:c ·, [3) 
II FURMAT(// . 2I)X,25(2H--1 1 
III 
12 FORMAT ( 30X, ' MiJDE 5HAPE ',/. 2X. · I\oODE·,15X.·U' , 20X ,' V',20X ," W·, 20X ,' O 
$\IJ/DZ ' I 
112 FIJRMAT(//.lOX ,· NATURAL FREaUENCY: '. E20.1).'lN CYCLES/SI:::L.·) 
2 FORMAT{8EI6 . 8) 
END 
GO . FTIOFOOI DO UNIT=SYSDA.SPACE=(CYL,(I,l) 
GO . FTtlF,)nl DO UNIT=SYSDA , SPACE-"'(CYL.(l ,I» 
(,11 . rl I 2r~r I lIU U~r-l"'" ~r' II l>"t') . Ul\ l S";'.UN l l=li l ~;"' . 
vel =:. F H=~UN(' r J • .J I S .... =l'L l) 
GO . F lI JFrr , lH) ()yJ= F ~"' ll b""' . DATlH4 . l..N I' =() ' j~ . 
VCL=:"LI, =/IU"'''''' J . U 1 ""= ( t.[~ • K I LI-' I, LAL lL=I-'I: 1 IIp= .v,,., . 
~PI\C( = ( 111< • ( 2'''\ • 1 '~ ) • r, L S~ I 
GlJ . / rI4I- r f' 1 UU U:>'-l=I :!" II IJ"'~ . l)A Trlul . UN 11 ~O I SK . 
VCL.:Sl- k=MUI\lf' r"'..1 • U I 51'= ( N I'~I • K [C.P ) • L I\lH.:L = J..,.f:. r P,l=-J')f • 
5 P I\ <"' L =(H~ K.( 2(I .l " ) . i<LSt::. 1 
GU . :::> Y5 IU O D .. 
3 
(,j50U~ "':!J( . r 1 '," , " 
1 2 
I 5( . J 1< 
112 
"''''***'''**.*.**.'''*.'''''' •• '''*''''''''' •• '''''''''*'''.'''*'''''''''.''''''''''''*'''*.'''''''''* •• ******************************** 
This program is an extension of Program RESPONSE of Shaaban and Nash, and Balendra 
and Nash. for the response ana 1ys i s of cyl i ndri ca 1 ground-supported 1 iqui d storage 
tanks subject to earthquake excitation. In this work damping effects of the 
structural system is included. 
************************************************************************************** 
C.U.., MUN / ( . / llM /I-N U I ( 5(' I ,i- NU2 ( 50 1 • [ 1 ( 50 1 . r? C 50 ) • • d 5('1 1 • I { ~('I 1 . ::; 1 fiE;: ( 5 1 1 • 
loCUS I NE; { :> 1 I, S I N tI( 5" I. C03M { 5(\ ) . k { 5C I . PH ( 5'" I. PH'" { 5C ) • AlKL{ 5(l J 
C.UM M tlN / L HAL ~ / A L{ If,7 1. (.H[('K { {l , G J 
(uI4MUI/ / l ite l AS /T he TA ( .! .... 1 o N I HE f A 
(.tJ, oj r.r.U1!/IIi\f~"' / NIIP 0 I HflhM (5 ) 
\..n M /.\fJtJ / I~l / I~U ( ~ I 1 • Z ( 5 1 I 
(IJ"-'M(lfI / t.tlN: . T / NH . t"LL [W, . t~NU DC::.. . /'0''; 1 1..[ . t~! .'1 
U)MMU/~ / U:"' / Ll ( 21" II 1 
U I~ FN' .• I U/ . j) {1 4·~.1 45 J. IS I ' (I Ij'\ . 4 ). J 1 JI! { 4 ' '' lo Jr~I\~'~ (1 4''' , 4 ). IJUM ( 'j.4'o 
"loX ! I I,,, . I '; I . IJML I 5(' ) , <."tl I 'J .1 " , 
$ . U I\t.t. ( 4 ). LFrM I 1 "" ' (ll. GP ( ~'} ). ' > l l I 1 1" 1 . P IIH ~"' I. :;UM I( 5· J . SUM.,: ! :,' ) 
I,. UDU ( 1 44 ) , 1\ ( 5' ) . ADD ( ~n ) . UD I S l lj 1 •• " 11 4 ) .1- c)::! C 4 1,~ <.JJ I 4) , FU C4 , 
lo . G I\( 2 ('\ (\ 1 J, CU"l[N l( ;:n l.J UNK ( Zr I 
D 1 ML NS I ur~ ,\ 0 ( 1 (' ) ,lI O ( I". " I • R C I<IO ( I C I • r n 4 ( 4 ) , (JOMP ( 1'1 (' . 4) • I J ML II ( , .') I 
O I MLN~ I liN rHEll ( 2 . 2 ) . lNVI'Sl. ( 2 . C" c.l.lU~ ( ? I 
LJIM [NS I IIN SU,'I( l r , 
: H~(; 1 
READ 1 0 , NT. RAD I US 
'oil I S T HE T APE I .... WH I CH T HE S TI FFhESS AND MASS MATR I CES lJF THE $Ht:LL 
lIfiE ~TOkED BY SAMMSOR 
1" FORMA T (I 5 . F F l . 4 J 
AI"-! 0 2 
READ 2t"J , ND I, NDZ . t\O..3 
2'J fORMA l ( 5 1 5 ) 
"'PC ..3 
READ .30 , N T HE T A 
.3') F ORMAl(1 5 ) 
CAMD 4 
HEAD 40 .(THET A (I).I=I. ~TH ETA I 
40 FURI'IAT( aF I O . 4) 
CARD 5 
READ 50 , NH .(I HARM (I).I = l, NH ) 
50 F(JRMAT ( 2 1 5 ) 
CARi) 6 
RE.AD 60 . PEAK ,TTOTA L. D T 
60 FORMAT ( I n ~ . 4 ' 
CARD 7 
REAU 1 ~ .T 5 TAR T. TEN':> .T D T 
70 F ORMAT( .JF l ') . 4 ) 
REw I I~D N T 
READ ( N TI NCARDS .JUNK 
I F ( I'iCARDS . eO . " . I" , GO T O I 2" 
DU ll e, K= l. NC ARDS 
11 0 REAO ( N T)( COMEN T(JI.J= 1. 20 ) 
Pk I NT 11 5 . ( COMEN T (J I. J= 1, 20 ) 
11 5 FORMAT{ ~x . 2I')A4 1 
1 2" READ ! N T J NHP , NE L EM5 oJ U,,"K 
P I= 3 .141 59 
r~AD""P I/1 8') . O 
00 1 ..3<') I -= l. NTHE T A 
THE T A ( Ij = l HE T A ( I ) "RAD 
1.3') (aNT l NUE 
00 1 4(' 11 = 1. N~L EMS 
READ ( N T ) ( ( C H EC K( I. J). 1= 1. 8 ) • J = 1. 8 ) • I AL (I I • 1= 1. 16t: ) 
1 4Q CON T INUE 
NNODES = NE::L EMS + 1 
t.EQ=4*N,,"ODES 
113 
~E A I.)(N T I ( FNU I (T) .1 = l. NE L EMS I. ( FNU2 ( I I. I ::: l. NE L EMS ). ( e l (I I. I :. l. NLLE::"I 
.S I. I E<!. I 1).1 = 1. NE L EM::' ). ( G I 1).1 = l. NE LEM::» . ( T I 1).I = l. NE L E:.MS ) 
DU l t.>O l = l. NEL EMS 
I F (I, LQ , NEL E,,.S ) GO TO I 5':' 
REAOOIT I P ( I ). P hl II. PHP (J) • Ar.l:CL ( I I . S I NE! I) . CUS I Nl( 1) 
Gl.J 1 0 1 60 
1 51 READ ( N T) R {IJ. PH (Il. PHP (II. ARCl( jl. S I NE ( l l. CU~lNE (ll. SINE (lH). 
$ COS I NE ! 1 H) 
1(; carn I NUE 
kE A U H~ TI ( RO i l ).I = l, NNODES ).I Zll ). l= l. NNOiJES I 
00 1 7;) I = l. J'ljE.L EMS 
COSM (II =COS ( PH (II) 
S I NM ( I ) =S I N ( PH I J )) 
17-J CLN Tl t~UE 
S I J\CE ONL Y HA~= l WILL t3E EXC IT ED MUS T SK I P ;( -£ ~"ATRICES UF 11AR=O 
REAO(NT) (GA! 1). !o:cl,N51ZE) 
READ(NT I (GA( I ).I=-l.NSI lE) 
CALL EXTR CT(U,J\EG,NTj 
READ(l':;' ) N.3.N4 , NFREE 
READING THE FIH,QUENCIES $ MODES FOR HARMOI'41C=1 FROM TEP£ 14 
REWIND 14 
REAO(14 ) NEV 
DO 18e 1:= I • NEV 
REAO(14) K.OMC(I) 
CGNVERTING THE FREQUENC I ES INTO RAD/SEC . 
DO ISO J=1 . N4 . 4 
REAO (14) X(J ,IJ, X(J t-l,IJ,X(J ... z .!J, X(J+3 .!J 
180) (aNT INUE 
REWIND 14 
READ ( 1.3) «DC I.JI .J=1 . N4 J,I=1. N4) 
~OW 0 1ST HE K MATR J X OF NON BASE NODES 
<8 IS DENOTED AS BSTF 
READ(13) (BSTF(I,J),J=1.4).I=I.N4) 
<BB I S GENOl' ED A~ ST88 
READ !l3) « 5T88(I ,JI,J=I,4).I ·=1,4) 
KEAD( 13) « DC 1. J ) . J ·=1,N4) . 1 =1,N4) 
NOw 0 1 5 THE M MATRIX OF NOJ\ BASE NODES 
~a IS Df.:NOTED AS BMASS 
READ( 13) « BMASS( I.J )tJ= 1.4).1 =- I,N4) 
MBB IS DENOTED AS B8M 
READ (1 3) (( i:l8~ (I,JJ .J=I.4I,I=1.41 
REWIND 13 
READ 2 .( RCRD(I l,I=I. NEV ) 
FORMAT (IOF8 .4j 
DO 77 J=I.NEV 
OMEO( J }=OME ( J J *SQRT (1 . O - RCRD( J)*RCRD (J J j 
FREO ( 1.1 '=l.O/OME ( 1) 
FREu( 1. 2 J =OME( 1) 
FREQ( 2 .1) ::.1 . O/OME( 2 1 
FREQ (2. Z J= OME ( 2 1 
DET=FRECJ{ 1 , 1 J *FREO( 2 . 2 ) -FREQ{ 2 .1) *FREQ( 1 . 2 ) 
ENVRSE (1. 1 )= FREQ( 2 . 2 ) /OET 
ENVRSE ( 1 . 2 l=-FREO( 1, 2 )/DE T 
ENVRSE(2 . 2 ):.F REQ{ l,ll/DET 
ENVRSE ( 2 .1 I=-FREQ(Z ,I )/DET 
COEF {lj =2 . 0 * (ENVRSE(l . IJ*i"KRD(l) +- ENVHSE(1 . 2 J* RCRD { 2) I 
COEF(2 ) '=2 . 0 * (ENVRSE(Z,I)*RCRO(I) +- ENVRSE(2 . Z ) *RCRO ( 2 ) ) 
DO 3 11 0 I=1. N4 
DO 31 1 0 J=I . 4 
110 80MP ( I, J)=COEF( 1 )" BMASS { r . J) +-CGEF( 2)*BSTF { I.J) 
PR I N T 3 . COEF(t ).COEF(2 ) 
FO RM AT ( 1 X. 2 F 20 • 10 ) 
CALL MOQAN ( O . X , GM,N4 . NEV I 
DO zoe 1=1.4 
DO 190 K=1 . N4.4 
[j6M( 1. 1 )=BBM( 1 . 1) +-BMASS{K. II 
[jOM( I . 2 1= BBM( 1.2 )+- BMASS (K+-l. 1) 
BBM( 1,31=BBM( r . 3 J+- BMASS (K+2.1) 
BBM(I ,4)=BBM(I.4)+- BMASS ( K +-3.J I 
1 90 CON TJ NUE 
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00 CONT INUE 
CALL EFFM 5S(O.BMASS.N4.EFFM) 
NT I Ml:.=TTOT AL/DT+ 1 ,')fO 1 
EAK IS G=384 . 0 IN/SEC/SEC 
CCELERAT IONS ARE NORMALI ZED BY G 
HE ACCELERATION RECORD GENERATED BY PSEQGN IS STORED IN TAPE 20 
REW [NO <) 
READ(9) (GA( I). I=l,t'>ITIM[:J 
FORMAT(8F9.6} 
REWIND 9 
05 FORMAT(tOEl 0.4) 
PRINT 210.TTOTAL 
115 
10 FORMAT(/.lOX. ' TANK IS EXCITED BY AN ARTIFICIAL EARTH QUAKE APPLIED 
$FOR · .F 10 . 4.' SC:C. · ./} 
PRINT 215.PEAK 
15 fORMA T (//.1 ':IX .' MAX. GROUJ\O ACCELERA T I ON=' • FIO . 4 •• IN ./SEC/SEC · • / J 
SACC( 1 }=O.O 
BACC( 2 )'=-PEAK 
BACC{3)=PEAK 
8A("(4 )=0 . 0 
0022f) 1=1.N4 
PEF( I )=0.0 
00220 J=I . 4 
~20 PEF(I)=PEF(l)+EFFM(I,JJ*t3ACC(J} 
00230 l=l.NEV 
SUMl (I 1=().O 
SUM2( r )=0.0 
SUMC I )=0.1) 
GP(IJ=O.O 
OU230 J=1.N4 
~3r) GP(II=GP{I ) +X(J.IJ*PEF(J I 
NSTART=TSTART/DT + 1.0(101 
NENO=TEND/DT H .000 1 
NDT=TDT /DT 
DPLM Xl=O.O 









DO 320 IT=NSTART,NEND , l\DT 
IT I ME'=' [T-1 
TIME=FLOAT( ITIMEJ*DT 
CALL DUHAML eGA. GP. TIME, I T I ME . DT . NEV . CME . OMED. RCRO. PI N .AD . (OM. SUM. 
*[START) 
I$TART'='tT 
A 15 THE DiSPLACEMENT IN MODAL COORDINATES 
U IS THE NODAL DISPLACEMENTS 
ADD IS THE Ace. IN ;"IOOAL COURDINATES 




270 ADD ( ( ) ,::G':> ( I I *<OA { I T ' I"GM I I. I J- OI>iI~ ( I ) *U""E ( I ) .. A ( I ,- 2 . " *.JME. ( I ) " RCRO ( I ) .. 
1 AD ! Ii 
DO 275 l = l. "EO 
U I [ ' =" . 
UO I 11 0;; .... . 
UDa l I ) O:':) . r 
CON TI NUE 
0028(' i = 1. N 4 
DUZBO J=I. NEV 
u ll ) =u ( I)+ }I( {I.J) *A {J) 
uO IIl =UO III .. XI I.J)*AO IJI 
uDD I Ii -=u OO ( IJ .. XI I. J) *AuO I J I 
28f' CO NT I NUE 
I F ( A8S ( OPL M X I ). GT. ABS ( U ( NO llll ('0 1-0 29 1 
DPLM X ( ""U I NO I J 
T""EM X I = T I I.IE 
C 29 1 liR I TE ( S ) UI NO I) 
cQ I CON T .I NUE 
I F I AtlS { DPL.>4 X2 J. G T. ABS i U ( ND2 l1I GO T u 292 
I.JPL'I X2=uI N02 ) 
1 "1EM X2:: T I ME 
( 292 'Io'R ITE ( 9 ) U I "'02 1 
20;2 c:.O~ T I NUE 
IF (A (j~'{ OP L M X.3 1.GT.AUS ( U ( N03 1IJGO ro 293 
DPU", X:J = U ( "lD3 ) 
H04EM )('3= T I il4E 
(2(",.,3 \IIk IT E Il :) I U I NDJ I 
2<;;3 CON T I NUE 
C EASE REACT I ONS 
BACC I t I =C . ') 
BACC ( 2 i = - PE AI(*GA{ IT I 
[!ACC I ,3 ) =PEAK*GA { IT' 
(jA(.(.. ( 4 1=C . o 
C Fe I ""M9 T .UDD 
C FB2=KB T *U 
Fc3= { '-1tiU " "Ie T * I) *B A <"C 
F8=FfH f. F02 f. FB3 15 T HE UAsr; RE A C TI ON 
00 ..3 1r (=1,4 
FB I (1) =0 . 
f'82 ( [) '='v . 
FB3 ( J ) =':1 . 
FB4 {lJ =f") . 
DO 3f")( J = l, N 4 
FIl l ( J ) =FL 11 I ) f. BMASS ( J , I ) *UDO ( J I 
F9 4 ( I) =FB4 ( I ' + BDMP { J, I J *UO { J' 
I F (J. G T. 4 ) GO T O 300 
J K = N4 - 4 +J 
f-e2 1 I ) =FB2 ( I' " BS TF( J I<. . I ' *U IJ I<. ' 
F83 ( 1) =FI:i3 { 1 j + B8M ( r oJ J *8ACC ( J I 
3()(\ CONTI NUE 
3':)5 Fd Oj =( FtH(1)+FB2 Cl)" FU3 (II+FLJ 4(II J / ( P l *r!AO I US ) 
3 1 r, CONT I NUE 
32-1 
CA L L PR I N T(T IME , U . F~ . N4 . NEQ ) 
CALL S T RESS 
RtlY l ND 8 
~EW [NO 9 
REWIND 10 
PRINT 5 1 () , ND l. DPLM Xl,TMEM Xl 
PR I NT 5 1C . NOZ . OPLM X2.TMEM X2 
PRIN T 510 . ND3 . DPLM X3 ,T MEM X3 
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510 FORMAT(// , 2X ,'T HE MAXIMUM VALUE OF THE ?EG,H;E OF FREEDOM ',I 4 ,' :=', 
$E t 2 .4,· OCCU"ES AT ',FI C.4 ,' SEC ') 
SUSkOUTINE EXTR CT(O,NEC,NTl 





WR IT E ( 1::l} N3 . N4 ,NFREE 
tALL READ RY{D . NT) 
C PARrrONING THE STIFFNESS MATR IX 
C ..... RI TI NG K MATRIX IN lAPELS 
\IIRI TE ( 13) ( (D( I • J) • .1=1. N4). 1,::1 • N4 ) 
\1/1'<1 TE ( 13 ) { ( OC I • J ) • J=N3 • I\FR EE ) • I"'" 1 • N4 ) 
C WRITE KBd 
WRl TE( 13) « D ( I. J). J=N3. NFREEJ .1 =N3 , NFREE I 
REWIND NT 
C READING THE MODIFIED MASS MATRIX (M ... AOM) 
REw I ND 11 
READ ( 1 1 , ( ( 0 ( I • J ) • .1= 1 • N EQ ) • Ie;;; I • NED ) 
C "RITE M 
IIIRI T E ( 1 3 ) ({ C( 1 • .1) • .1.:"1 . N4 ). I=1.N41 
C wRITE MB 
""'R I TE( l J ) « O ( I.J ).J= N3 . NFREE 1.1= 1. N4) 
C ~R iTE MBB 
llif./ I TE ( 1 3) ( ( D( 1 • J) • J -=N3 • NFREE ) ol =N3 • NFREE ) 
RE..r INO 13 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE REAC RY(O . NT ) 
C READING THE S TIFFNESS MATRIX STURED IN TAPE 
COMMON/CONS T /NH. NEL EMS . NNO DE S . NS I Z E . NEO 
DIMENSION 0 (144.1 45 ). 8)(920) 
NFRE:.E=NEO 
00 1 [=t.NFREE 
DO 1 J-=l.NFREE 
1 O( 1 • .1 ) =r: , 0 
C READS AN ARRAY INTC A SQUARE !~ATHIX 
REAO ( NT j( fjX (llol=l. NSIZE) 
M=O 
DU 2 1=1.8 
DO 2 .1=1. I 
O ( I.JJ=r;Xpq 
2 O( J. I )=D( I • .I I 
L=5 
K=r'J 
DO 3 I=9.NFREE 
004. J=L.I 
M=M+ 1 






J CONT [NUE 
IF (lot .NE.NSI ZEJ STOP 
RETURN 
eND 
SUdRu<.JTINE MODAN(O,X,GM , N4 .N EV I 
DIMEN~.tON O(144 .1 45J.X(14t) ,lOI , XM(14C .l 0I , GM(IO .lC) 
DO I" {=t.N4 
00 1(' J.J , i'olEV 
X_'ot( I .J) =(1." 
DO 1'1 K=1.N4 
XM ( I • J ) =X M ( I. J ,+0 ( I • K , • x (K ,J J 
10 CONT I NUE 
00 21) 1=I.NEV 
00 21) J=I.NEV 
(,¥ ( I. J )=('.(1 
00 20 1<=1."'4 




SU~ROUl INE EFFM SS(O.BfroIASS . N4 . EFF-M I 
OII'IEN$ I QN O( 1 44 .1 4S) . EFFM( 14i) .4) , ElMASS( 1 40 .4) 
CIS THE MA.s~ MATRIX OF NON eASE NODES 
TC FuR'" MI MATRIX 
DO 1('1 1=lol'ol4 
DO It' J=1.4 
10 EFFM(I.J'='l.O 
DO ;.:::0 1= 1. 1'014 
DO 2r- K-= I, N4 . 4 
t;;FF'" { I ,ll-=EFFM( 1.1 J 1-0 ( I .K) 
EFFM( I. 2'=CFFM ( I . 2 11- 0 ( I .K+ I' 
EFFJoI( I • 31=EFFM (I . JJ "O( I . K"Z ) 
EFFM( I.,q-=EFFM( 1.4) "DO . K "~l 
20 CUNTINUE 
DO .3"1 1-= 1. N4 
DO .3') J=I.4 
EFFM( I • J):::-{EFFM (I. JI "E~ASS( I ,J' J 
J~ CONT INUE 
RE T URN 
END 
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SvBhUUT INE DUHAML( GA. GP. T I ME , Nl • DT. M, OME . 0'<lEO, RCRD ,PIN. AD. GM . SU,... 
*ISTARTl 
DJ>.U:;.NS IUN "AI 200 1 I .GP( 10) . OI .. E ( 101 ,RCRO{ 101 ,PI Nt I") ) . Ao (10 I 
*.GM( 1(\. HJ . OMC:Ot If:' I 
OIMENSILN 5U"I( 1 0) 
DI.t[;N~JLN !:>INE (l Q ). EXPO(IO ) 
DO lC IT=lSTART,NT 
TA=FLDAT( IT )*D1 
SINE(JJ=SIN( OMED(J'* (TIME-TAl) 
EXPU(JI=EXP { -Rcr~D(JJ * QME(J} * (TIME-TAll 
SUM(J)=~UM(J) .. GA(lT) "EXPLJ(J) * SINE(J) 





SUBfWUTINE PFlINT(T.U,FfJ . N4 . NEQJ 
DiMENSION U(204} ,FB(4) 
PRINT tOC,T 
100 FDRMAT(ZOX.25(ZH--) ,I,1 5X, 'TI ME",, ' ,FIO.4./) 
PRINT 20('1 
200 FORMAT (/.2x, 'NODE' .lOX. t U ' ,l 8X. 'V' ,I8X. ''1/'. 1 4X. · OW/OZ ' I 
R£5=0.'1 
DO 24('1 1"'1.NEO~4 
IF(JK.NE.15)G(J TO 239 
IF( .JK.EQ.1 5 J WRITE(7.245 )U{ 1+2) 
FORMAT{E20 . 5) 
PRINT 250.JK.U(IJ.U(I+I J.U(I+ Z).U(1+3) 
239 CONTINUE 
IF(JK.NE.17JGO TO 240 
PRINT 25C' .JK. U(I) , U('''1) . U{I+2).U(I+3) 
24f) JK-=JK+ 1 
250 FORMAT (3X. I 3 . SX . EI2.4. 5X. E 12.4. 5X. EI2 . 4 , 5X,E 12.41 
PRI NT 4CO 
40(' FORMAT{/,25X,'REACflON AT THE BASE',/) 
PRINT 50Il,F8(1 ), FB{2),F8{31,FB(41 
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!;OO FORMAT (1 0X .' AXIAL FORLEINS}-=' , E12.4, ' POUND/INCH ' ,/,4X,'TANGENTIAL 
~FORCE( NSf I ,=', E12 .4. ' POUND/ INCH'. /. 9X • • RAD IAL FORCE (NR ,~, . E 12. '+ •• PU 




COMMllN/EES/ES( 5) • ET< 5 ) . EST ( 5) .E 13( 5) . E23 (5) 
COMMUN/CONST /NH. NELEMS , NNODES , NS I ZE. NEQ 
COMMON/THETAS/THETA(20) , NTHETA 
COMMON/HARM/NHP . [HAR~1{ 5) 
COMMON/GEOM/FN01 (SO) .FNU2 (50 J . £1 (5f' J , E2( SO ) , Gi 50 I. T{ SC I. 51 NE (51). 
$COSINE(Sl ). SINM(SO).COSM{50) . R(SO) , PH{S(I} . PHP{5C) ,ARCL(501 
COMMON/GCD/CCI .CC2.001 ,OD2.GGI.GG2 
COMMON/US/U (204) 
PHINl 10e 
DO 200 11=1 , NELEMS 
CALL STRAIN{{I) 
00 400 i"'I,NTHETA 
ESU"'O . a 
ETU-"'f) . f' 
E5TU=0 . 0 
EI3U=0 . 0 
E23U",,0 . 0 
CHI 5""0 . 0 
CHI f.=;O.O 
CHisro;oo.o 




CS=COS(XIHl*THETA( I) I 
SN=SIN(XIHl*THETA( r») 
K-=4*( 11-1 I .. NEO>l« HI-I) 
CALCULATION LF LINEAR STHAlt. 





CALCULATION OF CHANGE OF CURVATURE 
Ud3=-U { K +l I *51 NE ( I 1 ) -t-u (K +-3) *COS I NE ( I 1 , 
UB1-==-U ( K+5) *5 r NE ( I 1 -t-l ) +U ( K" 7l >I< CO SINE ( I I "1 ) 
CHISl::; (U( K"4 )-U( K+8) J IARCL (11) 
CHI S:;CHIS+CHISI *CS 
CH I T 1 = {-X I H 1 *E 2-3 ( I H 1- 5 I Nt-! ( I 1 ) *E 1.3 ( IH J ) IR ( I 1 ) 
CH I T -=CH IT +-CHI T I *CS 
CH I ST 1 = ( X I H 1 *E 13 ( I H) +5 I NM ( 1 1 ) *E23 ( I H 1- X J H 1 *5 I NM ( I I ) >I< (U 83 +UB7 ) / 
120 
ld2 . "'R( 1111 + XIH I *<U137-UB3)/ARCL( III H U{ K+-61-u{K+2) I *COSt-t111 )/ARCL( I 
$1 ) - (U ( K +6) t-U (K +2 ) ) *5 I NM ( I I ) * I COSM ( 11 ) / (2. *R ( I 1 I ) tP HP ( I I , /2. I ) /R ( I 1 
$) 
CHI ST';=(.HI ST+CHI ST I *SN 
CTHI ~=c. THiS tX IHI *CH 151" (-5NJ 
CTHI T=C. TH 1 TtX I H 1 *CHIT 1. (-5N) 
CTHI5T=CTH I ST tX I HI *CH I 5Tl*C5 
5('\0 CONTiNUE 
CALCULAT ION OF MID SURFACE STRAINS 
EPS=ESU 
EPST=ESTU 
CALCULATIGN UF STRESS $ MMOi'olENT RESULTANTS 
STRNS=C("l *EPS+FNU 1 ( II ) *CC 1 *EPT 
STRNT=FNU2 ( II ) *CC2*EPS+CC2-*EPl 
STRNST=GGl*EPS T 
STRI'o\S=DDl *CH I S tFNU 1 (11 ) .00 l*CHI T 
STRMT=FNU2 ( It I *OC2*CH I 5 t OD2*CH IT 
5TRMST=GG2*CHlST 
THETA! =THEl" A( I 1* 180 ./ 3 .141 59 
IF(ll.NE.15IGO TO ..39<;; 
IF( I 1 . EQ .I S jWRI TE( 7. 3:)0 ISHIMS 
~OO FORMAT(E20.5 ) 
PR I NT 7r o .l 1, THETA 1 .STRNS. Sl"RNT . STRNST • STRMS. STRMT . STRMSl 
199 CONT INUE 
IF(! I.NEal 7JGO TO 4CO 
PR INT 700 . I 1. THETA I, STRNS . SrRNT . STRN ST • STRMS . STRMT . STRMST 
400 CONTINUE 
20('1 CONTINUE 
10 ') FORMAT (//.25X. 'FORCE RESUL TANTS' , 26X, 'MOMENT RESUL TAI'<TS ' 
$ ./.1 9X,'N(5I' ,I ('X, ' N(TJ ', 8 X.' N(ST1 ·,l OX .' ."I (S)'. 8X. ' M(T}· ,l CX ,' 
'iM{ST1 ' .//.l X ,' ELEM THETA'./,lX.'NO·.4X.'(DEG)' I 
700 FORMAT(I4 . FS . 4.6(IX , E12.41) 
~"O FORMAT(14 . F8 .4. S(lX,E12.4-)) 
RETURN 
SUBROUrIN£: STRAIN{Il) 
COMMON/CONS T /NH. NEL EMS. NNOOES .NS I ZE. NEQ 
COMMOf'./HARM/NHP. IHARM (5 I 
C!JMMON/EES/ES( 5 ) .ET(S) .EST (S) . E13{ 5) .E23( 5) 
J2J 
c..UMMON/GEOM/FNUI (50 J ,FNU2{50 J.El (SOl .E2(50 ) ,G( 50). T( 50 J.SINE( 51). 
$C05 I NE ( 51 I • 51 NM ( 50) .CO SfIo'( 50 I • R ( 5Q ) .PH ( 50 ). PHP ( 50 I • A RCL ( 50 ) 
COMMON/Rl/RO(Sl I,Z(Sl) 
COMMON/US/U (20 4 J 
CUMMUN/GCD/CCI • CC2. DO 1.002 .GG 1. GG2 
D[MENS ION E2301 (5). E23Q3( 5). E23Q5( 5) .E23Q7(:;). E510 I( 5). ESTa3( 5) • 
$ ESTQ5(5) . ESTQ7(S).ETQ2(S) ,ETao(S) 
CO,,"PUTES STRAINS FOR AN ELEMENT 
't<RITEN FUR ANY HARMONIC ASSUMING THE DISPLACEMENTS AHE ARRANGE:.D IN A 5 
RGW FROM HARMONIC=O TO HARMON IC=NH 
IN PROGRAM RESP OI\LY HARMONIC=l IS EXCITED THUS THE ARRAY U HAS DISP 
HARMONIC=lONLY 
FN-=l.-FNUi (I I I *FNU2 (11 ) 
CC1=El(lll*T(ll)/FN 
CC2=E2( Ill*T( Ii J/FN 
GG I -=oG ( r 1 ) * T ( I I ) 
GG2=G{ I ll*T( (1 J**3./12.0 
DDlo=El ( II )*T( I 1 J **3.1( 12.*FN) 
DD2=E2( II )*T( I 1) **3 ./{ 12.*FN) 
..)1=11 
Jll=Jl+l 





RM=(RO (,,)1) t-RO{ Jll) )/2.0 






E1301=ARCL r*s rPH 
E13Q3=-ARCL I *COPH 
EI305=-ARCL I *S IPH 










S02f1=S IPH*RZ I 







ESTQI (IHj=E23Q3( lHI 
EST03{ IH)=-E23Q1 (lH) 




COMPUTE ET . ES . Esr . E13. E23 







ET ( r H) =ET02 (1H) *u( KK2 J +ETQ3*U (I<..K3) +-ET06 (I H I *UI KK6) +ETO H:U{ KK 7 J 
ES ( 1 HI =ESQ 1 *U{ KK 1)+-Esa3*U( KK 3) +Esa 5* UI KK 5) +E507* u( KK71 
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EST ( I H )=E5 Tal ( I H '*U (KK I) tESTQ2*U (KK2) +ESTQ.H I H I "UI KK31 +-ESTQS! I HI *u 
$(KK5) +ESTa6*U( KK6) +ESTQ7( I H l *U( KK7) 
EI3 ( IH )= 1:'13Ql *U (K1<. 1 )+ E 1303 *U (KK3 ) +E 13Q5*U( KK5) +E 13Q7*U (KK7 J 
E23{ IH )=E23Q1 ( IH) *u (KK 1 HE 23Q2*U {KK2 I +E2..31)3 (IH I *UI KK3) +E23Q5 {IH I *u 
$ {KK5 I "E23Q6*U {KK6) t-E2JQ7( I H) *U( KK 7) 
3"0 CuNTINUE 
RETURN 
'/GO.FT09FOCl 00 OSN=F::fl1600 .I NPT3.UNIT-=DJo.;K . 
'/ VDL,=,SER-=MUNO(',4 . 01 SP'=OLD 
'/GD.FT12FOOl DO DSNc;oF.30116QO . DATSA2 . UNIT=OISK. 
'I IIOL=SER-=MUNCO.3 .01 SP"=OLO 
'/GO.FTIIFO{)l DO OSN'='F::Cl16~O .DATMT5 . UNIT=DISK. 
'1 VCL'=SER=MUN003 . OJ SP=GLo 
IIGO . FT13FOOl DO UNIT=SYSDA.SPACE-""(CYL.( 1.1) J 
IIGO.FT14FOCl DO DSN=F3t'11600 . DATFR5.UNIT;:;oISK . 
,/1 IIOL=SER=MUN003 .DJ SPc::OLo 
,/IGO .SYSIN 00 * 
1 2 280.1)00 
51 127 
1 
0 . 01)00 
1 1 
384 . 000-JO 12.500(' 
0.1000 12.5000 
0.0001 0 . 05 



